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Abstract
There is increasing interest in quantum dot (QD) structures for a plethora of
applications, including optoelectronic devices, quantum computing and energy
harvesting. While strain driven surface diffusion via stranski-krastanow (SK) method has
been commonly used to fabricate these structures, a more recent technique, droplet
epitaxy (DE) does not require mismatch strain and is therefore much more flexible in the
combination of materials utilized for the formation of QDs.
As reported in this work, a hybrid approach that combines DE and SK techniques
for realizing lateral ordering of QDs was explored. First, the droplet formation of various
materials was discussed and two different growths approaches, simultaneous and
sequential, were investigated. With an in depth understanding of droplet formation, insitu templates were developed via the droplet homo-epitaxy.

Ga droplets were

manipulated with varied growth conditions such as surface temperature, As flux and
growth interruption (GI) time for fabrication of three types of templates: 1) nanoholes, 2)
shallow-elongated GaAs nanomounds and 3) tall-rounded GaAs nanomounds.
With the help of these templates, various laterally-ordered QDs such as QD pairs
(QDPs), QD clusters (QDCs) and QD molecules (QDMs) were fabricated. The GaAs
QDPs were spontaneously formed on an AlGaAs surface due to anisotropy of surface
diffusion at high temperatures and the overall structure of the QDPs were revealed by
cross-section transmission electron microscopy (XTEM). XTEM revealed that the QDPs
were immersed under the plane of the AlGaAs due to redistribution of the underlying
AlGaAs layers. The overall shape and configuration of the QDPs can be attributed to the
corrugated sidewalls that resulted from the redistribution of materials and the substrate

etching caused by the “nanodrill” effect at high temperatures. The nanodrill effect was
investigated on an AlAs/GaAs superlattice (SL) and the resulting nanohole formation as
well as the hole refill process was explored via XTEM.
On the other hand, investigations of the annealing effect of crystallized GaAs at
both high and low temperatures showed a clear distinction in the type of resulting GaAs
nanomound template and subsequent QD alignment. The elongated-shallow template
was a direct consequence of Ga atoms’ diffusion leading to a misoriented GaAs surface,
which QDs favored energetically.

The tall-rounded templates resulted at low

temperatures because the rate at which diffusion slowed down. This template type led to
the formation of QDMs.

The results showed a strong correlation between the

configurations and the size of the droplets. The bigger droplets resulted in hexa-QDMs
and the smaller droplets resulted in quad-QDMs. The proposed evolution of QDMs was
based on the transfer of materials, adatom diffusion and resulting diffused shape of the
droplets. Configuration control for achieving quad-QDMs resulted in two different types
of structures: 1) quad-QDMs elongated along the [011] and 2) quantum rod pairs (QRPs)
due to high anisotropy of surface diffusion along the [01-1].
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Lateral Ordering of Quantum Dots
In an effort to scale devices to smaller vertical and lateral dimensions, selfassembled semiconductor nanostructures, in particular, quantum dots (QDs) have
attracted much interest over the past decade because of their atom-like electronic
properties and potential applications [1- 6]. Several methods including lithography have
been reported for the fabrication of QDs, but most lithographic techniques suffer from
size limitations, defect formation and poor interface quality [7, 8]. However, there are
three well established methods that are utilized in the heteroepitaxial growth of
nanostructures [9]. The first is the Volmer-Weber which results in a direct three
dimensional (3D) formation of islands. This occurs when deposited atoms strongly
interact with each other rather than the surface. The second is the Frank van der Merwe
which results in two dimensional (2D) films via a 2D extension of clusters which in this
case are interacting more strongly with the surface. The third is the Stranski-Krastanow
(SK) growth mode.
The SK mode has been extensively used in III-V material systems and proceeds
via 2D to 3D transition after depositing one or two monolayers (ML) of materials. SK
growth is complex and extremely sensitive to surface stress, thickness, composition of the
wetting layer and lattice mismatch and typically results in high density defect-free QDs.
This method is commonly used for lattice-mismatch systems of InAs/GaAs where there is
about a 7% lattice mismatch. Therefore, in this mode, the mismatched deposited material
is accompanied by a compressive strain during the layer-by-layer 2D growth, which is
generally referred to as the wetting layer. As more materials are deposited, the strain
energy increases in the growth direction. Finally, after reaching a critical thickness,
1

which has been found to be ~ 2ML, the lattice relaxes by bunching up, giving rise to 3D
islands, termed QDs [10].

Figure 1.1 illustrates the growth modes for heteroepitaxial

systems.

Figure 1.1: Heteroepitaxial growth modes – (a), Frank van der Merwe (FM) (b), VolmerWeber (VM) and (c), Stranski-Krastanow (SK)

The advantage of the SK growth mode is that no ex-situ surface processing such
as etching is required for the fabrication of QDs. Although the vertical ordering of QDs,
taking advantage of strain fields have been predicted and observed experimentally [1117] with the SK method, for the most part, this technique results in a random spatial
ordering of QDs for a single layers of QDs [18]. Nevertheless, different results have
been reported for multilayer of QDs ranging from near perfect shape and size
distributions to chains of QDs by utilizing this growth mode [19]. So, while a certain
extent of control over parameters such as size, shape and density has been demonstrated
[20-23], spatial ordering remains a challenge. Therefore, in order to precisely control the
position of QDs for a single layer of QDs, more sophisticated growth approaches are
being explored [24]. Many efforts have been driven towards the lateral ordering of QDs
and more specifically QD molecules (QDMs) because of their potential use in
applications such as quantum computing [25-27]. Several methods for ordering QDs
have been realized and can be grouped into natural and force ordering. In this chapter,
2

natural ordering which relies on kinetic processes and forced ordering [28] which relies
on template assisted methods, performed by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), will be
reviewed. Finally an overview of the contribution of this dissertation will be presented.

1.1. Natural ordering through multiple layer structures
Stacking of QDs either in multilayer or superlattice (SL) structures has proven
effective for controlling the lateral position of QDs although the dots are aligned
vertically in columns [29, 30].

Furthermore, this method has resulted in improved

uniformity of QDs [29, 30] resulting in an ordered 1D array. In this approach, sub layer
dots influence the fabrication of QDs in subsequent layers. Intuitively, this can be due to
several mechanisms including, (1) interactions due to strain fields that result from buried
dots and (2) surface segregation. These mechanisms can potentially induce changes in
strain and surface diffusion thus affecting the way in which subsequent QDs nucleate
[30-35]. More specifically, in multilayer structures, QDs will nucleate at particular sites
depending on variations in strain, surface morphology as well as composition induced by
sub layer dots. These mechanisms have been well explored for vertical coupling in QDs
[36, 37]. However, by tuning growth parameters such as growth interruption (GI), spacer
thickness and annealing temperature, multilayer structures can result in a lateral
arrangement of QDs as illustrated in reports by Wang et. al and Notzel et.al. Both reports
are very similar but variations in growth conditions as briefly summarized below
produced differences in the chains of QDs.
For example, Wang et.al [38] successfully formed QD chains with an interdot
distance of 36nm after stacking 17 layers of In0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs. In their report, the QD
chains were formed along the [01-1] as a result of kinetic processes such as surface
3

diffusion of both In and Ga adatoms due to changes in the strain profile during the spacer
and capping GaAs layers. On the other hand, Notzel et.al [39] utilized a strained SL of
In0.41Ga0.59As /GaAs for the lateral ordering of QDs chains. Much like in the report by
Wang et.al, the QD chains were governed by both anisotropic surface diffusion induced
by the strain profile and surface reconstruction.

Figure 1.2: A comparison of the multilayer approach to lateral alignment of QDs for (a) Wang
et.al and (b) Notzel et.al [38, 39]

The work in the report by Wang et.al progressed in the usual layer by layer
growth in which QD density decreases as QD size increases in the growth direction. In
the case of Notzel et.al, while the underlying mechanism was similar to that of Wang
et.al, the differences in growth conditions resulted in elongated QDs that connected to
nearest neighbors in response to the surface migration of In adatoms due to the
reconstructed GaAs layer. Simultaneous to this process, In desorption occurred resulting
4

in a uniform connection of QDs or quantum wires (QWRs). Therefore, subsequent InAs
deposition led to single and multi-strands of QDs in the regions above the QWRs. Notice
that although both approaches yielded similar results, they proceeded differently due to
pronounced differences in growth conditions.

Moreover, while both approaches

successfully achieved a degree of lateral ordering along [01-1], the QDs are technically
vertically self-aligned and not laterally. The results from both reports are shown in
Figure 1.2

1.2. Forced ordering through ex-situ templating
As seen in Section 1.1, lateral self-alignment of QDs was achieved through a
natural ordering method, relying solely on QD stacking.

In the forced ordering

approach, adatom incorporation sites are determined prior to QD growth via mesas and
shallow patterned trenches as well as nanohole templates [40-42]. Of the pre-defined
approaches mentioned, shallow patterned trenches have shown the most promise for
achieving lateral ordering of QDs as demonstrated by several groups [42-44].
For example, Lee et.al [43], demonstrated the growth of QDs on mesa and
shallow trench surfaces controlling both sidewall facets and InAs coverage. They found
that during the growth, the patterned surface underwent variations in surface morphology.
Moreover, according to their studies, the shape transitions were most likely due to the
higher anisotropic surface diffusion along the [01-1] which was triggered by the surface
reconstruction (2x4) of the GaAs substrate. In their report, the surface adatoms preferred
incorporating into the sidewalls of the patterns along the [01-1] due to dimer rows along
the direction of the corrugated GaAs substrate. Their report was consistent with the fact
that QDs tend to form on corrugated surfaces or high density step regions [45]. In
5

addition, both surface diffusion and direction of the various patterns played a significant
role in directing QD formation.
Moreover, in a report by Mano et.al, similar results were achieved on shallow
trenches [44]. However, in their report, QD ordering was encouraged with the use of a
mesa grating along the [01-1] direction on which QDs nucleated at the top, bottom and
sloped regions. As reported, the underlying mechanism was similar to the report by Lee
et.al and involved the migration of In and Ga adatoms due to surface reconstruction of the
GaAs substrate during the growth as well as strain-induced migration of In adatoms.

Figure 1.3: A comparison of the shallow trenches approach. It shows mesa strips along the
[01-1] and resulting QD formation from the study by (a) Mano et.al and (b) Lee et.al [43, 44]

In addition, their work revealed no correlation between the steps that run parallel to the
[01-1] direction (A-steps) and the strain driven migration of surface adatoms along the
[011] direction. However, they found that type B steps, which run parallel to the [011]
direction significantly affected adatom migration due to surface reconstruction thereby
hindering QD ordering in that direction [44].
6

Both studies on shallow trenches

demonstrated step engineering for the lateral ordering of QDs. Figure 1.3 shows the
ordering of QDs from both reports.
In a different light, Kiravittaya et.al demonstrated lateral ordering of QDs via a
nanohole template. In this case, the morphology of the template was preserved prior to
epitaxial growth because of an atomic hydrogen cleaning process that replaced the
traditional thermal oxide desorption process [46].

Interestingly, in this report, the

evolution of nanoholes during the growth of the buffer layer, which influenced QD
formation, was demonstrated. The nanoholes evolved from faceted holes to closely
spaced v-grooved holes as GaAs deposition increased. With this template, subsequent
InAs deposition resulted in QD bi-molecules along the [01-1]. Since the distribution of
QDs was not uniform and the ratio of holes to molecules formed were not the same as
seen in Figure 1.4 (a), it indicated that not every hole participated in inducing QDs, the
growth was optimized yielding an ordered array of bi-molecules oriented along the [01-1]
as seen in Figure 1.4 (b). In this case, In adtoms accumulate on the concave surfaces of
the nanoholes as seen in Figure 1.4 (c). Figure 1.4 (c) also illustrates the evolution of the
nanoholes during growth as demonstrated by Kiravittaya et.al. More specifically, they
found that the double v-grooved holes that evolved during the growth were separated by
an InGaAs ridge.
Either single QDs or QD bi-molecules could form at the bottom of the nanohole.
This report found that QDs did in fact nucleate at the bottom of the v-grooved nanohole,
which was consistent with other reports in this direction. In particular, Yang et.al [48]
have reported that the nucleation energy at the bottom of v-grooved nanoholes is much
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smaller than that on a planar surface and QDs formed at these sites have the tendency to
grow much faster.

Figure 1.4: Ordering of QDs via a nanohole template as demonstrated by Kiravittaya et.al., (a)
shows inAs QD bi-molecules on the evolved double hole template in (c) and (b) shows lateral
InGaAs bi molecules formed directly on the faceted holes in (c). The arrows on the nanoholes
illustrate the QD nucleation sites; (c) shows the evolution of nanoholes with increased GaAs
deposition [46].

1.3. Contribution and layout of this dissertation
In the former sections, studies from both self-alignment and template-assisted
methods were briefly discussed on the basis of both kinetic processes as in the case of
natural ordering and resulting QD ordering based on template type. In this section, an
overview of this work, which was primarily motivated by the ability to order QDs
laterally without the need for ex-situ surface processes or via the growth of multilayer,
will be discussed.
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In an effort to laterally order QDs, in-situ templates were grown by a droplet
epitaxy (DE) method, taking advantage of the fact that adatoms preferentially
incorporates into high density step areas or corrugated surfaces, by a droplet epitaxy (DE)
method. DE, a technique introduced by Kogushi et.al [48], is similar to the VolmerWeber growth described above in that the incoming atoms interact more strongly with
other atoms rather than the surface to form 3D clusters or droplets. Typically, when one
atom arrives at the surface, the energy of the surface increases because of the ratio of
dangling bonds to one atom [49]. Therefore, this atom is not favored at the surface and
may either return to the vapor phase or diffuse along the surface in search for a region of
lower energy or another atom for interactions.

As atoms at the surface continue to

diffuse and interact with other atoms, forming droplets, the interface energy becomes
significantly reduced. An illustration of DE is shown in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5:A schematic illustration of the DE growth approach.
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While SK growth was utilized in all of the studies discussed above, it lacked an
ability to control the position of QDs thus the need for ex-situ templating which predefines nucleation sites. Therefore, to overcome the limitations of the SK growth mode,
a hybrid approach was developed for the work discussed throughout the dissertation.
This approach combined DE and the SK growth mode for enhancing the lateral ordering
of QDs for a single layer of QDs, taking advantage of only kinetic processes [50] at the
surface. During epitaxial growth, at high surface temperatures, there were several kinetic
processes that co-existed (such as adatom diffusion, adsorption, desorption, intermixing
of surface atoms as well as atom incorporation at high density step regions).

An

illustration of the typical kinetic processes during epitaxial growth is shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6:A schematic illustration of the kinetic processes during epitaxial growth. Some of
these processes, particularly (b), (c) and (d) play a significant role in the lateral ordering of QDs
as discussed in this dissertation
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DE is a very versatile technique and can result in a broad range of nanostructures
[48]. In this dissertation, by utilizing DE several types of templates such as nanoholes,
shallow-elongated nanomounds and tall-rounded nanomounds were achieved. These insitu templates provided an environment of high density steps or corrugated surfaces
without relying on the surface reconstruction of the GaAs substrate.
By manipulating growth conditions such as annealing temperature and As flux,
the type of template that resulted and in turn QD structures were well controlled. The
self-alignment of the QDs here yielded QD pairs (QDPs), QD clusters (QDCs) and QD
molecules (QDMs) by strictly manipulating growth conditions of in-situ templates. An
example of template manipulation and resulting QDs is illustrated in Figure 1.7.

(b)

(a)

Figure 1.7:Illustration of template manipulation during the hybrid approach. (a) At low
temperature, tall-rounded GaAs nanomound templates are maintained while at (b) higher
temperatures, shallow-elengated GaAs nanomound templates are achieved due to diffusion of Ga
atoms along the [01-1]. The type of template depicts whether QDCs or QDMs result.

The journey to lateral enhancement of QDs begins with an understanding of
droplet formation, particularly the behavior of Ga droplet on GaAs (100). Therefore, in
Chapter 2, droplet formation will be thoroughly discussed. This chapter is significant
11

because in order to utilize crystallized droplets for subsequent QD formation, their
behavior in terms surface mobility, diffusion length and in turn density must be
understood. This said, the chapter compares and contrasts the behavior of various types
of droplet materials such as Al, In and Ga as well as composites of AlGa and InGa.
With an in-depth understanding of droplet formation, the remaining chapters will
focus on the use of Ga droplets for realizing in-situ templates. Template-assisted growths
begin in Chapter 3, which explores the possibility of controlling the lateral arrangements
of QDs to achieve QDPs of GaAs/AlGaAs by utilizing nanohole templates during hightemperature DE. It also investigates the role of the substrate, if any, on the growth
mechanism of GaAs/AlGaAs QDPs system by high temperature DE.
Chapter 4 provides a detail discussion of the different types of templates,
particularly the nanohole template which is more complex than the GaAs nanomound
templates. The nanohole formation in this chapter proceeds differently than the type used
in Chapter 3 for encouraging QDPs to form. The difference lies in the annealing time,
surface temperature and the step at which As flux is introduced during the growth.
As the journey to lateral ordering continues, Chapter 5 discusses the use of the
shallow-elongated and tall-rounded GaAs nanomound templates for QD formation.
Based on the surface temperature at which Ga droplets are crystallized, QDCs or QDMs
will form at the high density step regions of the nanomounds. This chapter proves that by
simply manipulating growth conditions, a hybrid approach can successfully result in
laterally aligned QD structures which may find a place in applications such as quantum
computing [25-27].
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Finally Chapter 6 provides a general summary of the results presented throughout
Chapters 2 to 5 and will briefly discuss a different perspective that may aid in further
improving the overall uniformity of the droplets hence position of QDs. Note that the
accuracy of the measurements throughout this dissertation varies between a tenth of a
nanometer and a unit of a nanometer due to differences in both tip radius and the software
used for analyzing the data.
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Chapter 2: Droplet Formation on GaAs (100) Surfaces
2.1 Introduction
All of the work discussed here utilized a droplet-assisted approach for achieving
lateral ordering of QDs. Therefore, in order to achieve QDMs via the DE approach,
actual droplet formation needed to be well explored and understood. The initial idea of
fabricating QDs using metal droplets came from an observation of numerous
homogenous droplets that seemed to condense on the surface during low temperature
MBE growth of III-V semiconductors [51]. Numerous experiments were soon underway
for investigating the formation of QDs via crystallization of these droplets with group V
elements. However, with subsequent molecular beams of group V, growths of GaAs
were reported [52-54].
In an effort to understand droplet formation specific to the scope of this dissertation,
this chapter focuses on Ga, In and Al droplet formation on GaAs (100) and investigates
the behavior of these droplets during alloy formation. Here, the combinations chosen for
alloy formation were InGa and AlGa simply because their crystallized versions (InGaAs
and AlGaAs) are popular ternary systems used in epitaxial growth. More specifically, the
alloyed droplets will be explored by using two different approaches – (1) a sequential
approach in which one material was deposited followed by another and (2) a
simultaneous approach in which both materials were deposited at the same time. While In
and Ga droplets have been utilized for the growth of InGaAs QDs, based on the AFM
results reported, the sequential approach made it difficult to determine elemental
composition of InGa in the ternary system of InGaAs [55]. Therefore, this work extended
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the understanding of droplet formation to alloyed droplets based on the sequential
approach and explored a simultaneous approach without further epitaxial growth.
In addition to knowledge gained of droplet formation and their behaviors on GaAs
(100), this work can potentially contribute knowledge to the area of hybrid structures of
metal nanoparticles/QD systems. These systems allow Plasmon-exciton coupling for
enhancing emission signals of QD systems [56] but are beyond the scope of this chapter
and will not be discussed herein.

2.2 Sample Preparation and Characterization Techniques
All of the samples were grown on an epi-ready semi-insulating (SI) GaAs (100)
substrate by means of droplet molecular beam epitaxy (droplet-MBE). Droplet formation
occurs when molecular beams of elemental atoms are deposited onto a surface and atoms
migrate to bond to each other in an effort to minimize the interface (droplet-substrate)
energy and thus overall energy of the system as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of droplet formation in MBE. (a). Ga atom, (b) Al atom, (c) Al droplet, (d)
Ga droplet and (e) AlGa droplet

Before the alloyed droplets were investigated, Ga, In and Al droplets were grown. Prior
to droplet formation, the substrate was heated to allow for any oxide on the surface to be
desorbed, a 0.5µm GaAs buffer layer at 600ºC was then grown to achieve an atomically
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flat surface for subsequent growth, and the substrate temperature was reduced to 200 °C
for growth. Before reaching the growth temperature, at 510ºC, the As valve was
completely closed in an effort to reduce the background As vapor pressure. At the growth
temperature, 1.68ML Ga molecular beam was deposited onto the substrate for a period of
30s at a nominal growth rate of 0.06ML/s. Similarly, In flux equivalent to form 1.68ML
In droplets was supplied to the substrate. However, at a 1.68ML In coverage, no In
droplets were observed on the surface and the In coverage was increased to 3ML at a
nominal growth rate of 0.1ML/s for 30s. Similarly, 1ML of Al molecular beams was
supplied to form Al droplets and Ga droplet growth was repeated under similar
conditions to that of Al. Following growths of the Al, In and Ga droplets, the alloyed
droplets were grown both sequentially and simultaneously. The respective samples were
immediately removed from MBE chamber for analysis using the atomic force microscope
(AFM).

2.3 Gallium, Indium and Aluminum Droplets on GaAs (100)
Although Ga and In droplet formation has been explored [55, 56], presented here
is a comparative study among Ga, In and Al droplets in terms of droplet height, lateral
size and density on GaAs (100). In previous studies of Ga droplet on GaAs (511) A and
(311) A surfaces, it was found that the droplets appeared as elongated balls with tails
along the [-233] direction for the (311) A substrate and the [-255] direction for the (511)
A substrate [57]. Nonetheless, if the surface temperature was high, the density of the Ga
droplets formed decreased.

However, if the amount of Ga supplied to the surface

increased, the surface density increased. In other words, the density of droplets was
directly proportional to amount of deposited material but inversely proportional to
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surface temperature. In fact, the decrease in density on GaAs (311) A and (511) A
surfaces was observed to be twice that on GaAs (100) [57]. Further investigation has
found that Ga droplets formed on (511) A surfaces had smaller (2x) densities and larger
(2x) heights compared to droplets formed on (100), while the opposite is true on (311) A
surfaces [57].
However, as illustrated in the AFM image of Figure 2.2 (a) and (b), there was a
significant (3 orders of magnitude) difference in the density of the In droplets on GaAs
(100) as compared to Ga droplets on the same substrate. The density of In droplets was
7.5x106cm-2 compared to that of Ga droplets 1.5x1010cm-2, on GaAs (100). This was due
to the lower energy barrier of diffusion (0.35eV) of In adatom (surface atom) and hence
greater mobility as compared to Ga. In addition, due to the decrease in density of In
droplets, the size was significantly larger than that of Ga. In droplets had a mean height
of 83.9±2.5nm and a lateral size of 447.3±10.1nm as seen in the line profile of Figure 2.2
(a-1) compared to 5.5±0.5nm and 54.0±2.3nm for the height and lateral dimension
respectively for Ga droplets as seen in Figures 2.2 (b-1, 2). The inset of Figure 2.2 (a)
showed an atomically flat surface with 1ML elongated plate-like structures elongated
along the [01-1] direction due to surface anisotropic diffusion and incorporation. This
image resulted from a 2µm x 2µm scan at a Z-range of 5nm. This was further evidence
to the difference in the densities between Ga and In droplets. While at a 400nm scale a
highly populated surface of Ga droplets was observed, no In droplets were observed at
the same scale. In fact, in order to observe this small density of In droplets a 10µm x
10µm AFM scan was performed correlating to the 2µm scale at which In droplets were
viewed.
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Figure 2.2: (a) 10 µm × 10 µm AFM image of In droplets on GaAs (100); (a-1) is a line profile
that illustrates the height/diameter of In droplets and (b) 1.4 µm × 1.2 µm AFM image of Ga
droplets on GaAs (100); (b-1) a line profile that illustrates height/diameter of Ga droplets and
(b-2) size distribution of Ga droplets [53]

Similarly, in comparing Al droplets formed on GaAs (100) to Ga droplets, shown
in Figure 2.3 (a) and (b), Al droplets had a density of 3.4x108cm-2 compared to that of Ga
droplets which was 3.9x108cm-2 at the same growth conditions. Clearly, by maintaining
the same coverage of 1ML for both Al and Ga droplets, the densities were similar.
Although the energy barrier of diffusion is expected to be higher (1.4eV for Al and 1.2
eV for Ga) for Al on GaAs, the results suggested that both Ga and Al droplets have
similar surface mobilities and hence similar densities on GaAs (100) if the same amount
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of material was deposited for each element. The decrease in density of Ga droplets due to
the decrease in amount of Ga supplied was consistent with previous reports [57, 58].
Similarly, the high density at a low substrate temperature of 200°C was consistent with
previous studies [57, 58].

Figure 2.3: (a) 1.4 µm × 1.2 µm AFM image of Al droplets formed on GaAs(100); (a-1) size
distribution of Al droplets; (b) 1.4 µm × 1.2 µm AFM image of Ga droplets; (b-1) size
distribution of Ga droplets [53].

During droplet formation, it was observed that the substrate temperature plays a
significant role in tuning droplet density. For instance, for the same amount of Ga
supplied, the droplet density increased by a factor of six when deposited at a lower
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temperature [57] of 380⁰C as opposed to 550⁰C. In addition, the size of the droplets
could be tuned on the basis of Ga deposition at a fixed temperature. Figure 2.3 shows Al
and Ga under similar conditions. The density, height and lateral size of Ga, In and Al
droplets on GaAs (100) will aid in understanding the evolution of the composite droplets
discussed in section 2.4. Table 1 summarizes the results of In, Al and Ga droplets on
GaAs (100).

Growth Conditions

Fig
No.

Droplet
Density
(cm-2)

Droplet
Height (nm)

Droplet
Lateral Size
(nm)

Pure In droplets only

2.2(a)

7.5x106

83.9±2.5

447.3±10.1

Pure Ga (1.68ML) droplets
only
Pure Al droplets only

2.2(b)

1.5x1010

5.5±0.4

54.0±2.3

2.3(a)

3.4x108

9.7±0.2

93.6± 4.1

2.3(b)

3.9x108

8.1±0.2

59.13±1.7

Pure Ga (1ML) droplets
only

Table 1: A summary of the droplet density, height and lateral size for In, Ga and Al droplets. The
3ML and 1.68ML of In and Ga droplets were formed at a surface temperature of 200°C and the
1ML Al and Ga were formed at a surface temperature of 400°C.

2.4 Composite Droplets of InGa and AlGa on GaAs (100)
As mentioned in Section 2.3, use of the sequential approach makes it difficult to
precisely determine elemental composition of InGa in a ternary system of InGaAs.
Therefore, the two different approaches, namely sequential (in which one source at a time
is supplied) and simultaneous (in which sources are supplied at the same time), for
acquiring droplet composites of InGa and AlGa were observed and the best overall
approach was determined.
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When looking at the results of Figure 2.4 (b), which showed the sequential
deposition of Ga then In, the distribution of height and lateral size helped identify In and
Ga droplets on the GaAs (100) surface when a direct comparison was made with the
AFM images of Figure 2.2. From Section 2.3, we saw that the In droplets were bigger in
dimension and of lower density than Ga droplets. Recall that the density of the Ga
droplets when 1.68ML of Ga was supplied to the surface was 1.5x1010cm-2. Clearly, the
density in this case was not only between that of In and Ga but closer to that of Ga
droplets. In fact, the density was 6.1x109cm-2 and the lateral size of the droplets was
78.5±3.2nm. The histogram in Figure 2.4 (b-2) illustrated the size distribution with an
average height of 5nm. The AFM image of Figure 2.4 (a) showed the density for InGa
deposited simultaneously of 1.36x109cm-2 and 110.5±9.9nm and Figure 2.4 (c) showed a
density of 1.42x109cm-2 and lateral size of 155.6±9.5nm for In deposited then Ga.
Examining closely at the line profiles and the histograms of Figure 2.2 (b-2) and Figure
2.4 (a-2) – (c-2), showed that the height of the In droplet during the sequential approach
(In deposited first) was 89nm. However, the height of the In droplet was 65nm. While
this was surprising, it suggested that diffusion of materials from the In droplet occurred
during the growth process. Figure 2.5 showed the comparison between simultaneous and
sequential deposition for Ga and Al. The densities were 5.04x108cm-2 (Ga followed by
Al, Figure 2.5b) and 4.4 x 108cm-2 (Al followed by Ga, Figure 2.5c) respectively. Figure
2.5 (a) showed the resulting density of 4.8x108cm-2 from the simultaneous approach of Al
and Ga. From the AFM results, the densities, height and lateral size for AlGa and InGa
differed significantly. The densities, lateral size and height of AlGa and InGa alloys are
summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 2.4 (a) 1.4 µm × 1.2 µm AFM image of the simultaneous deposition of InGa droplets; (a1) a line profile that illustrates the height/diameter of InGa droplets; (a-2) size distribution of
InGa droplets. (b) 1.4 µm × 1.2 µm AFM image of the sequential deposition of InGa droplets (Ga
then In); (b-1) a line profile that illustrates the height/diameter of InGa droplets; (b-2) size
distribution of InGa droplets; (c) 1.4 µm × 1.2 µm AFM image of the sequential approach of
InGa droplets (In then Ga); (c-1) a line profile that illustrates the height/diameter of InGa
droplets; (c-2) size distribution of InGa droplets [53].
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Figure 2.5: (a) 1.4 µm × 1.2 µm AFM image of the simultaneous deposition of AlGa droplets; (a1) size distribution of AlGa droplets, (b) 1.4 µm × 1.2 µm AFM image of the sequential
deposition of AlGa droplets (Ga then Al); (b-1) size distribution of AlGa droplets; (c) 1.4 µm ×
1.2 µm AFM image of the sequential approach of AlGa droplets (Al then Ga); (c-1) size
distribution of AlGa droplets [53].
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Growth Conditions

Fig
No.

Droplet
Density
(cm-2)

Droplet
Height (nm)

Droplet
Lateral Size
(nm)

Simultaneous (In + Ga)

2.4(a)

1.42x109

20.8±0.9

155.6± 9.5

Sequential (Ga, In)

2.4(b)

6.1x109

17.0±1.0

78.5±3.2

Sequential (In, Ga)

2.4(c)

1.36x109

24.5±2.2

450.8± 9.9

Simultaneous (Al + Ga)

2.5(a)

4.8x108

14.5±0.4

107.7± 5.2

Sequential (Ga, Al)

2.5(b)

5.04x108

17.7±2.6

86.9± 2.7

Sequential (Al, Ga)

2.5(c)

4.3x108

20.6±2.3

80.26± 3.6

Table 2: A summary of the droplet density, height and lateral size for InGa and AlGa droplets

The description of droplet formation as described above did not suggest the
formation of a wetting layer during growth.

However, it was found that at low

temperatures of 200°C, a wetting layer was formed during droplet formation [58]. While
the wetting layer formed before droplet formation on GaAs (100) was different from the
typical 2D strained wetting layer in SK growth [10], it seemed to play a role in alloy
formation during the sequential approach as seen in Figure 2.4 (b) and (c). In fact, in the
case where In and Ga were sequentially deposited (In deposited first, Figure 2.4c), the
surface of the incoming Ga atoms seemed to be affected by the wetting layer of the In.
The In wetting layer caused the diffusion length of the Ga to become enhanced, (although
still much shorter than In) meaning that the Ga atoms were able to migrate at a rate that
allowed nucleation of InGa alloys. Evidence of this enhancement in the diffusion length
of Ga is seen in the significant differences in densities as shown in Figure 2.4 (b) and 2.4
(c). However, if Ga was deposited first during the sequential approach (Figure 2.4b), the
alloy formation seemed to be driven by the Ga droplets, not the wetting layer, which was
why the density was very close to that of the Ga droplets seen in Figure 2.2 (b). Again,
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for semiconductor nanostructures fabricated by the sequential approach determining
composition will be difficult. In the case of the simultaneous approach, the deposited
materials formed the wetting layer and alloys together.

This resulted in uniformly

distributed alloys, facilitating any estimation of composition if ternary systems evolve.
Furthermore, the significant difference in densities of Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5
was most likely due to differences in the rate of adatom migration between In and Al
atoms. In seemed to have a lower surface energy barrier [59] on GaAs than Al, hence
longer diffusion length and higher mobility. As a result, In atoms migrated further from
each other thus reducing the surface density as observed in Figure 2.2 (a) in Section 2.3.
From Figure 2.4 (c), in addition to the discussion on the differences in diffusion lengths
and mobility, the differences in size distribution could have been a direct consequence of
Ostwald ripening of the droplets.

Therefore, the droplets coarsened and grew, and

decreased in density [60]. Furthermore, the non-uniformity of droplets could have been
due to the absence of As pressure, leading to segregation among respective species [61].
The absence of As pressure with time could have led to changes in thickness and
composition in the wetting layer for both sequential and simultaneous approaches.

2.5 Summary
In summary, during the simultaneous approach, the wetting layers of respective
species influenced the formation of composite droplets. In this comparative study, the
simultaneous approach proved to be the optimum approach for determining alloy
composition. On the other hand, during the sequential approach, there was a large
variation in density depending on which material was deposited first and in turn the
wetting layer. Furthermore, for applications that require band gap tuning, InGa formed
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by a sequential droplet approach may not be suitable while AlGa is acceptable. The
density of droplets varied from 1.4x109cm-2 to 6.1x109cm-2 for InGa and from 4.3x108cm2

to 5.04x108cm2 for AlGa. The simultaneous growth approach facilitated the formation

of InGaAs QDs for possible applications such as QD lasers.
In the remaining chapters, emphasis will be placed on Ga droplets for template
formation and subsequent QD growth.
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Chapter 3: Droplet Hetero-Epitaxy of Semiconductor Nanostructures
3.1 Introduction
This chapter explores the possibility of controlling the lateral arrangements of
QDs to achieve QDPs of GaAs/AlGaAs by utilizing nanohole templates during hightemperature DE as well as investigates the role of the substrate, if any, on the growth
mechanism of GaAs/AlGaAs QDPs system by high temperature DE. GaAs/AlGaAs
systems have been previously fabricated by using low substrate-temperature DE [55].
Therefore, in this chapter, the system quality grown by low temperature is referenced for
a comparative discussion.
The understanding of droplet formation on GaAs surfaces extends our capability
for growing interesting GaAs nanostructures and investigating their structural and optical
properties. The stochastic nature of self-assembled growth has challenged the ability to
effectively investigate optical properties of semiconductor nanostructures [3, 62-63].
Although the SK growth mode has been widely used for epitaxial growth of lattice
mismatched nanostructures [10], droplet hetero-epitaxy offers versatility in the growth of
lattice-matched systems [58, 64-65]. The droplet formation, as described in detail in
Chapter 2, typically results in a wide range of structures from low density QDs, single
and double rings to QDPs [66-68] to name a few in the presence of an As flux. The QDs
forming the QDPs, which will be explored here, are in close proximity and are of good
quality optically [69]. Therefore, these structures have the potential for implementing
quantum bits in quantum computation [70-73].
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3.2 Sample Preparation and Characterization Techniques
All of the samples used in this study were grown using droplet-MBE. Following
oxide desorption and the growth of the buffer layer which was typically 0.5µm on the
epi-ready GaAs (100), a 50 nm Al0.3Ga0.7As layer was grown in order to confine the
electrons of the GaAs QDs. The As source was fully closed and Ga was deposited at a
substrate temperature of 550°C to form Ga droplets. The total amount of Ga deposited
was 10.0 monolayers (MLs), corresponding to the amount of Ga necessary for 10.0 MLs
of GaAs growth. The Ga deposition rate of 1.0 ML/s, as determined from RHEED
oscillations during the growth of GaAs, was used throughout the growths.
The samples were annealed under an arsenic flux of 4.2x10-5 Torr to form the GaAs
QDPs. During the annealing period, the Ga droplets are transformed into GaAs crystals
and final geometric configurations were determined as in the case of a growth
interruption (GI).
The samples were immediately removed from the chamber and analyzed using the
AFM which only provided a planar view of the samples. To gain more detailed structural
information from the buried QDPs, TEM analyzes were performed with a JEOL JEM2000FX at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. XTEM specimens were prepared by a
conventional Ar+ ion milling technique with a GATAN DuoMill Model 600 DIF. The
current and acceleration voltage of the Ar+ ions were set to be 0.5 mA and 2 kV,
respectively. A liquid nitrogen cooling stage was used throughout the milling process.
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3.3 Exploring the Formation of QD Pairs
Thus far, high-temperature DE has proven to be a suitable approach for
fabricating interesting yet complex nanostructures [64-68]. One example worth exploring
in detail is the successful fabrication of QDPs. Here, before the formation of
semiconductor nanostructures, the growth was carried out via an intermediate step, in
which liquid metal droplets were formed.
The Ga droplets, of Figure 3.1 (a), had a diameter of 125 nm, height of 32 nm,
and density of 2.3x108cm-2. Transformation of surface nanostructures from Ga droplets
under an As flux of 4.2x10–5 Torr and 45s annealing was demonstrated as shown Figure
3.1(b). The resulting QDPs were all situated on shallow hills and aligned along the [011]
direction as seen in the AFM image in Figure 3.1(b). The average inter-dot separation
was approximately 130 nm and both QDs were 4nm above the hill, which was 3nm in
height.
Note that, the surface temperature for QDP formation was 550⁰C. In previously
reported experiments, temperatures of 200⁰C and lower were used for direct
crystallization of the Ga droplets into GaAs [64-65] for GaAs/AlGaAs systems to prevent
materials from becoming redistributed. Material redistribution was the key difference
between low temperature (<150°C) and high temperature (>150°C) DE.

Material

redistribution during high temperature growths occured because of the shape instability
of Ga droplets at higher temperatures and permits the fabrication of a wide range of
semiconductor nanostructures. Furthermore, at high temperatures, Ga droplets
crystallized at a faster rate which meant that kinetic processes on the GaAs surface
effectively contributed to the shape evolution of the GaAs nanostructures.
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Figure 3.1: (a) AFM image of Ga droplets. (b) AFM image of QDPs formed after 45 s annealing
under arsenic flux [74]

By carefully investigating QDP formation and the AFM image of Figure 3.2, it
appeared that the nanohole formation proceeded differently at temperatures higher than
500°C. In this case, since GaAs formed more quickly than the Ga diffused from the
droplet, GaAs crystallization became the dominant effect and signs of the nanodrill effect
as described in chapter 4 was weakly observed by AFM. As the surface tension of the
droplet was reduced due to GaAs formation at the boundaries of the droplet (giving rise
to lobed regions), it collapsed down the center, pushing diffusion-limited materials away
from the center. As the process continued, the Ga droplet became smaller and smaller,
becoming a source for further GaAs formation until the Ga was completely depleted,
giving rise to a center-holed nanostructure.
In particular, the resulting nanohole at higher temperature was depicted in Figure
3.2. The AFM image showed that even after annealing for only 1s at 550⁰C, the squareholed structures were observed. At lower temperature experiments of 380⁰C and low
arsenic flux (1x10-6 Torr), nanostructure resembling those of Figure 3.2 were observed
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with an annealing time of 45s [75]. Due to the high (≥4.6x10-6 Torr) As flux and
diffusion-limited Ga transport, the holed nanostructures were situated on the GaAs hills
rather than on the substrate (as is discussed in Chapter 4).

Figure 3.2: AFM image of surface nanostructures formed after 1s annealing and the
corresponding height profiles [74]

Previous descriptions of the DE growth method have illustrated the
transformation of Ga droplets under a uniform but low As flux to GaAs [75].
Differences in heights of the hole edges was shown in the line profiles of Figure 3.2. The
height was about 9nm along the [01–1] direction and about 4nm along the [011]
direction. It has been well established for a GaAs (100) surface, that surface diffusion is
anisotropic [76]. With further annealing, the center of the hole was filled from the
material at the edges of the hole. The progression of the nanostructures with respect to
annealing time was shown in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3 (a) showed the nanostructures
formed after 5s annealing and (b) showed the results after 15s annealing.
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Figure 3.3: (a) and (b) are AFM images of surface nanostructures formed after 5 and 15s
annealing, respectively [74]

In fact, taking a closer look at Figure 3.3 (a) and 3.3 (b), after 15s annealing, the ratio of
the height of the edges along the [011] to the height along [01-1] increased to 8 and 15nm
respectively, bridging the QDs.
Finally, the QDP evolved from the “bridged” nanostructure shown in Figure 3.4
(a) after 45s of annealing. The QDP structures were observed to be accompanied by very
small dots as indicated with arrows in Figure 3.4 (a). A 3D representation of the QDP
after 45s annealing at 590⁰C is shown in Figure 3.4 (b). At this even higher temperature
(590⁰C), the QDPs became bigger, maintaining a larger separation. Monolayer steps on
the GaAs hills (contour lines) surrounding each QDP were seen clearly. As suggested by
the observations at different growth temperatures, the QDPs were very stable. However,
despite this stability, they had the tendency to merge, giving rise to rods on hills with
further annealing.
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Figure 3.4: (a) AFM image of QD pairs formed after 45 s annealing. (b) A single QD pair formed
after 45 s annealing at 590°C [74]

An example of this was seen by comparing Figure 3.5 to Figure 3.4 (a). In Figure
3.4 (a), the nanostructures at 45s annealing were beginning to merge but with increased
annealing time of 600s (10min), as seen in Figure 3.5, the structures had completely
merged forming rods on the GaAs hill.

Figure 3.5: AFM image of surface nanostructures formed after 600s annealing [74]
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It is well known that, the best way to achieve a smooth surface is by annealing for
long periods. Therefore, the smoothing effect of annealing for long periods was seen in
the clear contour lines which were indicative of monolayer steps at 600s and 45s.
To summarize, as seen in Figures 3.1-3.5, by supplying Ga atoms for the
formation of droplets, then crystallizing under an As flux and annealing, many interesting
types of nanostructures were formed.

However, after the Ga in the droplets was

consumed, at high (590°C) temperatures and prolonged (10min) annealing times, the
nanostructures diffused resulting in the structures in Figure 3.5. Therefore, anisotropic
diffusion on the GaAs surface facilitated the engineering of various nanostructures
ranging from Figures 3.1 to 3.5.
In addition to manipulating Ga droplets based on temperature and the amount of
Ga supplied for engineering semiconductor nanostructures, the next question investigated
was if the substrate itself plays a role in this engineering process?

3.4 The Role of the Substrate in GaAs/AlGaAs QD Pair Formation
The structure of the GaAs QDPs was analyzed above solely through the AFM of
uncapped samples. AFM only gives a planar view of the samples. Therefore, there were
many questions left unanswered. Does nanoscale drilling of the Ga droplets impact QDP
formation although not obvious from AFM? Is it possible that the substrate may
reconstruct during growth? Are there structural changes of the GaAs QDPs after AlGaAs
capping? In an effort, to address these questions, the structure of buried GaAs QDPs on
an AlGaAs buffer was investigated by cross-sectional transmission microscopy (XTEM).
Figure 3.6 (a) showed a magnified AFM image of the ‘hot-dog’ structures on the
GaAs hills (as seen in Figure 3.5 of Section 3.3). Dark-field XTEM images taken along
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[01-1] and [011] respectively were illustrated in Figure 3.6 (b) and (c). The arrangement
of the images in Figure 3.6 (a) – (c) was such that they were viewed from three different
directions.

(a)

(b)
[01-1]

100nm

(c)

Figure 3.6: (a) AFM image of one hot-dog object. (b) and (c) XTEM images of a hot-dog object
taken from [01 1] and [011] directions, respectively. The scale bar in (a) is applicable to (b) and
(c) as well. The inset shows the QDPs before they were buried by the Al0.3Ga0.7As capping layer
[77].

The dark-field XTEM was performed along the [200] direction, which was highly
sensitive to chemical composition and produced a better image. The brighter areas in the
images were the Al0.3Ga0.7As layers and the darker areas were the GaAs QDs and wetting
layer. For the most part, the top Al0.3Ga0.7As layer was clearly depicted in Figure 3.6 (c).
The arrow points to this top layer which had a smooth round shape that was used to
explain the gradual change in contrast along line A–B in the AFM image shown in Figure
3.6 (a). The QDP structures from the XTEM in Figures 3.6 (b) and (c) showed that the
wetting layer spread outward from the QDPs with a thickness of 6nm near the QDPs and
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1nm further away (near the boundaries of the hot-dog at the A and B point labeled in
Figure 3.6 (a).
More specifically, the XTEM revealed that the QDP had a more complicated
shape than previously thought and suggested that the buffer layer or AlGaAs barrier was
re-distributed during high temperature DE growth. Furthermore, based on the contrast
from the image, it seemed as if Al may have been incorporated into the QDP as shown in
Figure 3.7 (a), a magnified XTEM image along the [01-1] direction.

[01-1]

[011]

Figure 3.7: (a) and (b) Zoom-in XTEM images taken from [01 1] and [011] directions,
respectively. The scale bar is applicable to both (a) and (b). The outlined slice in (b) is stretched
as (c), to emphasize the height corrugation [77]

The QDP had a contrast between the GaAs wetting layer and the Al0.3Ga0.7As in
the barriers. This clearly suggested the presence of Al in the QDP. While the wetting
layer under the QDP did not show a continuous contrast indicative of a change in Al
content, the separation between the two QDs in the pair seemed to be filled with
Al0.3Ga0.7As. Surprisingly, the underlying Al0.3Ga0.7As layer of the QDP revealed in
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Figure 3.7 (b) seemed to be redistributed. Looking closely at Figure 3.7 (b), it appeared
that the GaAs wetting layer around the QDP was intruded by two Al0.3Ga0.7As inserts
around the QDP as shown by arrows.
Most naturally, this raised a question. Where did the additional Al0.3Ga0.7As
material come from? The logical explanation was that some type of back etching of the
Al0.3Ga0.7As buffer layer by the Ga droplet during the high temperature growths occured
causing the Al0.3Ga0.7As to diffuse into the wetting layer of the GaAs.

In fact, to

emphasize the height modulation around the QDP, the outlined area of Figure 3.7 (b) was
stretched into (c). In so doing, the QDPs which are represented with two ovals in Figure
3.7 (c) can be clearly seen. From Figure 3.7 (c), it became clear that the QDPs were in
fact under the Al0.3Ga0.7As plane outlined by a white dashed line. It appeared that the
Al0.3Ga0.7As after reconstruction resembled the nanohole with surrounding lobes (detailed
in a later chapter) as profiled by the solid white line. The formation of the QDPs
alongside the walls of the Al0.3Ga0.7As surface was consistent with the formation of QDs
on shallow trenches [43].
This investigation created a new outlook on the use of high temperature DE for
growth of self-assembled QDs. In fact, this result was consistent with other experiments
which concluded that Ga droplets act much like nanoscale drills at high temperatures,
transferring the underlying materials to the surrounding area [78]. Therefore, beneath the
QDP was a redistributed Al0.3Ga0.7As layer with lobes surrounding a nanohole.
Therefore, during the Ga crystallization process, the reconstructed Al0.3Ga0.7As buffer
layer is one of the factors determining QD formation. In the final stage of QDP
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formation, the surface atoms preferentially incorporated into the monolayer steps areas,
alongside uneven surfaces [79].

3.5 Summary
In summary, QDPs were achieved via the Ga droplet formation and crystallization
of the Ga droplets forming GaAs nanostructures at relatively high temperatures. The
progression of these beautiful yet complex structures occurs during subsequent annealing,
and at the longest the annealing times, the QDPs fully transformed to “hot-dog”
structures. This change in shape was also attributed to the anisotropy of surface diffusion
on GaAs (100) surfaces.
In addition, a XTEM investigation of the GaAs/AlGaAs QDPs revealed the
degree of complexity of this QDP structure. Amazingly, the AlGaAs buffer layer at high
(~590°C) growth temperature redistributes to participate in the subsequent formation of
the QDP. Although the extent to which high (≥150°C) temperature DE can be pushed to
deliver novel semiconductor nanostructures is exciting, it becomes challenging to have to
consider three different elements that contribute to growth. In this case, the elements
were the metal droplets, surface atom incorporation, and reconstruction of underlying
layers.
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Chapter 4: Droplet Homo-Epitaxy of Semiconductor Nanostructures
4.1 Introduction
The droplet homo-epitaxy growth approach has the flexibility to form template
nanostructures such as shallow, elongated nanomounds, tall, rounded nanomounds and
nanohole-like structures. Each type of template has shown promise for controlling the
precise site of QDPs, QDCs and QDMs all of which has demonstrated promising optical
properties [52, 67, 74, 80-81].
One of the merits of an in situ templating approach is that defect-free structures
can be realized.

Therefore, this chapter focuses on self-patterned nanohole-like

structures. First, the different types of templates will be discussed followed by the Ga
nanodrill effect as revealed by AFM [78] along with discussion of the correlation
between As pressure and nanohole formation and finally a discussion of the structural
evolution of nanoholes on AlAs/GaAs SL as revealed by XTEM.
Much emphasis has been placed on the use of top-down patterning processes as
the optimum approach for site-controlled growth of QDs [82-83]. Among the popular
processes used for obtaining lateral patterning of semiconductor nanostructures are
electron-beam lithography (EBL), nanoelectrode lithography, extreme-ultraviolet
lithography and x-ray lithography [84-87]. While there are merits to utilizing these
techniques, they are limited by lithographic features.

4.2 Sample Preparation and Characterization Techniques
The samples investigated in this chapter were grown on a SI GaAs (100)
substrate. Sample A was grown to specifically achieve nanoholes. The growth was
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performed as described in the reference [88]. Much like the sample preparation in
previous chapters, the oxide on the surface was thermally desorbed prior to the 500nm
GaAs buffer layer which was grown at 600ºC. The As flux was set to 0% (fully closed)
at 540°C during reduction of the substrate temperature to 500°C.

This was done in an

effort to minimize the amount of background As in the chamber. At the growth
temperature of 500°C, Ga was deposited to form Ga droplets.

Following droplet

formation, the samples were annealed for 100s with a 5% opened As valve,
corresponding to a beam equivalent pressure of 1.1x10-6 Torr. In order to investigate the
structural evolution of the nanoholes, sample B was grown by depositing 20 periods
(6nm/6nm) of AlAs/GaAs, followed by 20ML of Ga droplets, with a growth GI with the
arsenic valve fully closed for 80s for subsequent nanohole formation. The sample was
then annealed under an As flux of 1.0x10-6 Torr for 100s before deposition of the
AlAs/GaAs SL. The growth for sample A was performed in the reverse sequence (20ML
Ga droplet directly on the GaAs substrate followed by AlAs/GaAs SL) to that of sample
A.
Subsequently, the samples were removed from the chamber for AFM and XTEM
measurements. The specimens were prepared for XTEM examination by utilizing
standard slicing procedures at Arizona State University. Cross-section samples were
sliced, polished, dimpled and ion-milled using a 4.0keV argon ion beam. A JEOL JEM4000EX high resolution electron microscope operated at 400keV, was utilized for
obtaining bright-field and high resolution electron micrographs. During this process, the
samples were tilted to a [110]-type projection so that ML planes were aligned parallel to
the incident electron beam direction.
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4.3 Three Types of In-Situ Templates Grown by MBE
By utilizing droplet-homoepitaxy, three types of templates can result based on
growth conditions, nanohole templates (Type III), shallow-elongated GaAs nanomounds
(Type I) which were identified by their elliptical shape and length that was about three
times the width and tall-rounded GaAs nanomounds template (Type II). In this section,
the shallow and tall nanomound templates will be discussed and the nanohole template
will be emphasized in sections 4.4 and 4.5. Figure 4.1 shows an illustration of the three
types of templates (Type I, Type II and Type III) which will be used for site controlled
growth of QDs. During growth, the annealing temperature and point at which As flux is
introduced play a significant role in determining the resulting template.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the three types of templates that can result from the droplet homoepitaxy growth method depending on the point at which As is introduced and surface
temperature.

To begin discussion of the Type I nanomound template, Ga molecular beams
were supplied for the formation of Ga droplets.
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In the event that the substrate

temperature was kept high (600⁰C) after droplet formation, the mounds became shallower
and more elongated. In fact, at an annealing time of 80s and temperature of 550 and
600⁰C, for samples labeled A and B respectively, the 2x2 µm2 AFM image of Figure 4.2
showed the differences in the GaAs nanomound with corresponding line profiles
indicating the length and width. Figure 4.2 (a-c) depicted the randomly distributed GaAs
nanomounds grown at 550°C with a density of 4.1x108cm-2 and length, width and height
of 435±44nm, 156±20nm and 2.6±0.4nm respectively. By further increasing the
temperature to 600⁰C, as depicted in the AFM image of sample B in Figure 4.2 (d-f), the
density of the GaAs nanomounds decreased to 2.4x108cm-2. This reduced density was
consistent with the behavior of Ga droplets with temperature on GaAs (100) surfaces as
discussed in Chapter 2. The GaAs nanomounds of sample B were characterized with a
length, width and height of 619±45nm, 170±16nm and 2.3±0.4nm respectively.
The line profiles in Figure 4.2 showed a possible relationship between the length
of the GaAs nanomounds and annealing temperature. As the temperature increased, the
length and width increased. These variations in the Type I templates were explained
through changes in diffusion length of the Ga atom with temperature. The diffusion
length of Ga atoms increases with increasing annealing temperature [90]. This increases
the length of the GaAs nanomounds while decreasing the height. In this case, the height
decreased at the expense of the lateral size in both cases because the same amount of Ga
was supplied. In fact, since at high temperatures (as indicated in Figure 4.1), GaAs will
diffuse anisotropically, there was an increase in the lateral dimension of the nanomounds.
Therefore, the Ga diffusion length directed both the dimension and shape of the
nanomounds. In fact, it can also be expected that Ga adatoms will migrate over greater
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distances as annealing time is increased, thus giving rise to a flattened shallower
nanomound as seen in Figure 4.2.
(b)
(a)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

Figure 4.2: (a) Annealing temperature and time of 550°C and 80 s for sample A; (b)
corresponding line profile of sample A along [01-1] for the selected island; (c) corresponding line
profile of sample A along [011] for the selected island; (d) Annealing temperature and time of
600°C and 80 s for sample B (e) corresponding line profile of sample B along [01-1] for the
selected island; and (f) corresponding line profile of sample B along [011] for the selected island;.
A 3D view of the elongated nanomounds is shown in the inset of each AFM [89].

With this knowledge of formation for Type I templates, an additional sample,
Sample C, was grown to realize the Type II (tall-rounded mounds) template at a very low
annealing temperature. Following the growth of Ga droplets, the substrate temperature
was immediately reduced from 500⁰C to 150⁰C. In order to conserve the original shape
of the Ga droplets, they were crystallized at this low temperature as seen in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Annealing temperature and time of 150°C and 80 s for sample C (b) corresponding
line profile of sample C along [011] for the selected island; and (c) corresponding line profile of
sample C along [011] for the selected island [89].

The GaAs nanomounds of sample C were characterized with a length of
228±17nm, width of 170±13nm and height of 16.7±1.4nm. Type III templates are more
complicated and are discussed in detail Section 4.4.

4.4 Nanohole Formation by Ga-Nanodrill on GaAs (100)
This section reviews droplet epitaxy growth for nanohole fabrication. This Type
III template does not require artificial ex-situ processing, as the nanohole formation is
based on the underlying physical mechanism of Ga droplets behaving like “nanodrills” at
high temperatures, penetrating into the GaAs substrate and giving rise to nanoholes with
an average depth of greater than 10nm [78]. In this work, additional experiments that
investigated the effect of As pressure and annealing temperature on the shape and depth
of the nanoholes are discussed.
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As indicated in the AFM image of Figure 4.4 (a), holes with an average width,
depth and density of 160nm, 11.7nm and 3.3x108cm-2 were achieved at a substrate
temperature of 500⁰C and annealing time of 100s. The cross-section line of Figure 4.4
(b) indicated the width and depth of a nanohole.

Clearly, the nanoholes had a

surrounding lobe-like structure with an average height of 9nm. Both the lobes and
nanoholes were anisotropic in shape along the [001] and [01-1] directions. Formation of
this type of template (Type III) occured as a result of two mechanisms: (1) “nanodrill”
effect and (2) formation of GaAs at the boundaries of the droplet in the presence of an As
flux. Evidence of the drilling effect was seen from Figure 4.4 (c), in which the histogram
clearly indicated that some of the holes were as deep as 12nm.

(a)

1 µm
[01-1]

Figure 4.4: (a) droplet-assisted self-assembled nanoholes formed on GaAs (100). A 3D view is of
the selected nanohole is illustrated in the inset of the AFM image. (b) The typical line profile
suggesting a v-shaped nanohole as measured by AFM. (c) The depth distribution of the nanoholes
[78].
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This raised the question as to why the hole was much deeper than the amount of
material deposited?

For example, if 20ML of Ga was supplied to the surface, an

equivalent of 6nm, then the hole should in principle have been only as deep as the
amount of material deposited. Therefore, the model from previous reports in which
buried QDs induced a strain modulation during in-situ etching (AsBr3) which increased
the GaAs etch rate leading to nanoholes [91] cannot be used for explaining the nanohole
formation herein.
In order to understand the evolution of these nanoholes and propose a model,
samples 2, 3 and 4 were grown. Sample 2 was immediately removed from the chamber
after deposition of 20ML of Ga and only Ga droplets were seen in Figure 4.5 (a). These
had an average lateral size, height and density of 150nm, 45nm 3.4x108cm-2 respectively.
Similarly, Figure 4.5 (b) showed sample 3 after a GI of 2 minutes in the absence of an As
flux.

In this case, the density of the droplets was reduced to 3.0x108cm-2 but the

dimensions increased having an average lateral size and height of 220nm and 50nm
respectively. This difference in dimensions is most likely a consequence of the droplets
undergoing Ostwald ripening (droplets have a tendency to merge in an effort to reduce
the energy of the system). Note that even after 2 minutes GI, several nanoholes were
observed with an average depth, width and denisty of 7nm, 100nm and 1.8x107cm-2
respectively. For the growth of sample 4, the GI was increased to 10 minutes. As seen in
the AFM image of Figure 4.5 (c), there is a significant (four times the original size of the
droplet) increase in the lateral size and height of the droplet of 450nm and 107nm
respectively, but a reduction in density to 2.7x107cm-2 compared to Figure 4.5(a) and
with more nanoholes on the surface compared to Figure 4.5 (b). The holes in Figure 4.5
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(c) had an average depth of 11.5nm, width of 115nm and density of 3.3x108cm-2.
Keeping in mind that nanohole formation begins even before As is introduced, their
formation was certainly not a result of GaAs formation from crystallized droplets.

Figure 4.5: (a) Shows a sample that was removed soon after Ga droplets formed on the surface
(b) The surface after a GI of 2 minutes (c) The surface after a GI of 10 minutes [78].

A model based on the above observations is illustrated in Figure 4.6. In order to
minimize the overall energy of the system, the Ga adatoms diffuse towards droplets that
have already been formed, resulting in bigger droplets and hence a lower surface density
or grow bigger at the expense of smaller surrounding droplets to further reduce the
overall energy of the system. This is the reason why the density reduced while size and
height increased with increased GI time. Note that once the Ga atoms bond with each
other to form droplets, the droplet – substrate interface becomes rich in Ga. As already
established in the literature, at a high temperature of 500⁰C and Ga rich conditions, GaAs
is unstable. Therefore, the GaAs bonds dissociate under these conditions, increasing the
chance for As desorption [79]. As a result, at the Ga-substrate interface, the GaAs
substrate melts, forming Ga and As atoms. This causes the As atoms to escape to the
vacuum via the Ga droplet, or to form GaAs by joining the Ga atoms at the boundaries of
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the droplet. The latter gives rise to the GaAs lobes around the droplet as illustrated in
Figure 4.6 (a).

Figure 4.6: Illustrates the model proposed for the drilling effect of Ga droplets on a GaAs (100)
surface. [78].
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Crystallization of the droplet material inside the hole seem to become the
dominant mechanism in the presence of an As flux because it can occur much faster than
the droplet can drill into the substrate beneath. In fact, nanohole formation seems to
result from a combination of simultaneous processes - Ga nanodrill effect, Ga droplet
ripening and crystallization of Ga droplets. Therefore, to tune the depth and shape of the
nanoholes, growth parameters such as GI time, growth temperature and annealing As
pressure were next investigated
In terms of tuning by GI time, another sample was grown, sample 5, and an
additional GI step of 80s was included in the growth sequence to further enhance the
effect of the Ga nanodrill at 500°C. From the AFM image of Figure 4.7 (a,b), the
majority of the nanoholes had an average depth of 13.2±3.2nm, width of 132nm and
density of 3.3x108cm-2. Clearly, increasing the GI time did in fact result in deeper
nanoholes because the Ga droplets gained more time to melt the GaAs substrate beneath
before GaAs crystallization dominated.
(b)

Figure 4.7: (a) Nanoholes formation after a GI of 80s. The inset shows a 1x1µm2 3D view of the
selected region. (b) The histogram of nanohole depth distribution [78].
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In terms of tuning by annealing As pressure, a matrix of four additional samples
were grown to investigate changes in the shape and depth of the nanoholes as a function
of arsenic pressure. The AFM image of Figure 4.8 (a-d) illustrated the nanoholes at
varying As flux and Figure 4.8 (e-g) illustrated the relationships among hole depth, hole
dimension, density and arsenic pressure. Note that the annealing temperature (500°C) and
annealing time (100s) were kept constant. In Figure 4.8 (a), the nanoholes under an As
pressure of 1.4x10-6 Torr were 8nm deep, 106nm in diameter with a density of
3.5x108cm-2. The lobe structures were 11nm in the [01-1] and 6nm in the [011] direction.
Increasing the As pressure from 1.1x10-6 Torr (5% opened) to 1.4x10-6 Torr (10%
opened) does not show a clear relationship between As pressure and depth of the holes.
Further increasing the arsenic pressure to 2.6x10-6 Torr (20% opened), the resulting holes
were 12.2nm deep, 102nm in diameter with a density of 4.0x108µm-2. However, the
lobes were 14nm and 6.5nm tall in [01-1] and [011] direction respectively. At an As
pressure of 4.8x10-6 Torr, the holes were surprisingly very shallow compared to the other
depths as a function of As previously discussed. The depth of the holes was 5nm with a
diameter of 60nm. However, the density was comparable to the other cases. The density
was not expected to vary because the density of the holes depended on the density of the
Ga droplets, which in turn had an inverse relationship to temperature as discussed in
chapter 2. With the As valve fully opened (100%), which corresponds to a pressure of
1.6x10-5 Torr, the holes were 15nm deep with a diameter of 104nm and the lobes in the
[01-1] and [011] were 14nm and 5.4nm respectively.
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(e)

(f)

Figure 4.8: (a) Nanohole formation under a 10% As flux. The inset illustrates a 3D view of a
single nanohole. (b) 20% As flux (c) 60% As flux (d) 100% As flux (e) and (f) shows the
relationship between hole depth and Arsenic pressure and hole diameter and Arsenic pressure
respectively.
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While the deepest hole thus far was achieved with the As valve fully opened
during annealing, it could not be concluded based on the observations that there is a
relationship between As pressure and depth of the holes as seen in Figure 4.8 (e). In
addition, from Figure 4.8 (a-d), there are no apparent changes in the shape of the
nanohole with increasing As pressure. Based on these observations, the only role that As
played in the nanohole formation was in the GaAs crystallization process which occured
much faster than the “nanodrill” process.
In Figure 4.8, all of the samples were grown to specifically determine the
influence of arsenic pressure on the depth of the nanoholes and the surface temperature of
500°C was kept constant for consistency with previous growths. In contrast, the samples
of Figure 4.9 (a-c) compare the influence of temperature during the annealing process on
the dimension of the nanoholes.
For these samples, the As pressure was kept constant at 2.6x10-6 Torr and the
substrate temperature was varied from 450 to 550°C at increments of 50°C. From the
AFM image of Figure 4.9 (a), at 450°C, the holes were 10nm deep, 80nm in diameter
with a square number density of 8.1x108cm-2 while those of Figure 4.9 (b), at 500°C had
a depth of 12.2nm, diameter of 102nm and a density of 4.0x108cm-2. Increasing the
temperature to 550°C resulted in a density of 1.9x108cm-2, depth of 20.5nm and a
diameter of 103nm. Clearly, from Figure 4.9 (d,e), by keeping the annealing time and As
pressure constant but varying the substrate temperature, both the depth and diameter of
the nanoholes increased with temperature.
The most logical explanation was that as the temperature increased, the GaAs
bonds underneath the droplets further dissociated into Ga and As atoms. As mentioned in
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the earlier discussion of this section, GaAs is unstable at high temperatures of 500°C and
so it can be expected that at higher temperatures, the Ga nanodrills are able to move
deeper into the GaAs substrate. However, interestingly at the higher temperature of
550°C, the lobe-like structures transformed into ring-like structures as was observed from
the inset of Figure 4.9 (c). This was likely due to the high anisotropy of surface diffusion
and the fact that the GaAs materials that piled up at the edges restricted in its direction of
diffusion [78].

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.9: (a) Nanohole formation under a fixed As flux of 20% and temperature of 450°C (b)
20% As flux at 500°C (c) 20% As flux at 550°C (d) shows the relationship between the hole
depth and temperature and (e) shows hole diameter and temperature.
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More specifically, because the GaAs at the edges of the nanohole was diffusion
limited, as more and more material piled up at a higher surface temperature the material
merged forming a ring around the nanohole resulting in a more oval-shape rather than
square-like.

4.5 Comparison of Nanohole Formation on AlAs and GaAs
Since the previous work on nanohole formation was analyzed using AFM, in
order to better understand the formation of nanoholes to clarify any discrepancies in
depth that may exist, to investigate the way in which they are refilled and to investigate
nanohole formation on AlAs compared to GaAs, a superlattice (SL) of AlAs/GaAs was
grown. Two different cases are presented, (1) Sample A - Nanohole formation on GaAs
(100) followed by growth of the SL, as shown in Figure 4.10 (a) and (2) Sample B Growth structure of the SL on GaAs (100) followed by nanohole formation, shown in
Figure 4.10 (b).
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Illustrates a perspective view of the structures grown for the XTEM study. (a) SL
grown on GaAs substrate followed by nanohole formation; (b) nanohole formation on the GaAs
substrate followed by the AlAs/GaAs SL
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The most notable features were the refill of the top AlAs/GaAs material and the
hole formation in the AlAs region of the SL seen by XTEM in Figures 4.12 and 4.13.
The AFM results of Figure 4.11 (a) showed “square” shaped nanoholes on a
AlAs/GaAs SL with a diameter of 91nm and depth of 11.6nm. The lobes of these
nanoholes, much like those in Section 4.4 were anisotropic in nature with a height of
11nm along [01-1] and 8nm along the [011] direction. On GaAs (100) surfaces, surface
diffusion was higher along the [01-1] direction because of the dimer-row of As in that
direction. While it was expected that an increased surface diffusion in that direction
would take away from the lobes, making them shorter and more diffused, the lobes were
actually taller in that direction than those in the [011] direction. This was thought to be
due to the lower potential at the edges of the hole causing materials that pile up there to
become diffusion-limited [78].

Figure 4.11: (a) 2µm×2µm AFM image showing nanoholes on AlAs/GaAs superlattice; (b).
2µm×2µm AFM image of GaAs mounds that result from the re-fill process of nanoholes on GaAs
(100)[54].
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On the other hand, the image of Figure 4.11 (b) showed the surface of sample B in
which GaAs mounds were elongated along the [01-1] direction which again, could be
attributed to higher diffusion in that direction. The mounds were 4.5nm in height, 1µm in
the [01-1] direction and 200nm in the [011] direction. The depth of the nanohole beneath
the superlattice was 15.3nm and the diameter was 100nm. Note that the depth of the
nanoholes from the XTEM was comparable to that as seen in AFM. The cross-sectional
electron micrograph of sample A which illustrates the anisotropic nature of the nanohole
formed on the GaAs (100) surface is shown in Figure 4.12 (a). It appeared that the lobes
at the edges around the nanohole were flattened gradually during the growth of the SL.
From this image, it was seen that as the lattice grew, the disruption caused by the
nanohole disappeared slowly, and although the surfaces directly above the nanoholes
were higher and not completely flat, no dislocations appeared in the lattice.

This

wasconsistent with the AFM image of Figure 4.11 (b), where GaAs mounds were visible
on the surface. Refill of the nanoholes was a direct consequence of continuous diffusion
of GaAs and AlAs atoms from the lobed regions. Keep in mind that although the
materials that were diffused to the edges of the nanoholes were diffusion-limited, they
still diffused within the region between lobes, thus refilling the hole layer-by-layer. In
fact, this process continued until the GaAs mounds are formed on the surface. The higher
mobility of Ga atoms at high temperatures and higher anisotropy of surface diffusion
along the [01-1] direction gave rise to elongated GaAs mounds. From the micrograph, a
lighter contrast was noted at the central area of the nanohole.

This contrast was

particularly due to the integration of GaAs with AlAs in projection along the electron
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beam direction XTEM analysis. In general, the thickness of AlAs was expected to be
consistent both in the center and at the sides of the nanoholes.

Figure 4.12: (a) XTEM micrograph of Sample A showing the refill process of nanoholes by
AlAs/GaAs SL. The Sample is tilted to a [110]-type projection; (b) plot that illustrates the refill
process [54].

The refill process was quantified and summarized in Figure 4.12 (b). There, the
clear variation in the thickness of respective layers from deposited thickness of 6nm
during nanohole formation and the pattern in which the holes were refilled were
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illustrated in order to gain a better understanding. In fact, according to this graph, as the
refill process proceeded, the GaAs layer thickness decreased to approach the deposited
thickness of 6nm while, the opposite is true for AlAs.
The XTEM micrograph of sample B is shown in Figure 4.13.

From this

micrograph, nanohole formations through a “layer-by-layer” etch method of the Ga
droplets through GaAs and AlAs was depicted.

Figure 4.13: XTEM micrograph showing nanohole formation on the AlAs/GaAs superlattice.
Sample tilted to a [110]-type projection [54].

In this image, the measured depth of the hole was 20nm with a diameter of 82nm.
The lobes at the edges were the “etched” materials which had clearly piled. A distinct
separation between the AlAs and GaAs was seen. This was an indication that the GaAs
layer was “etched” first and subsequently that of AlAs. This clearly explained the
difference in the thickness of the lobes of respective materials piled up at the edges. The
GaAs lobe had a thickness of 13.4nm while the AlAs lobe has a thickness of 5.4nm.
Strikingly, there was no pronounced evidence during the etching process of AlAs – GaAs
interdiffusion. The difference in etching between the AlAs and GaAs was due to the
higher cohesive energy (3.78eV) of AlAs compared to GaAs (3.26eV). The differences
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in energy meant that the Al-As bond strength was stronger than that of the Ga-As. In
order words, although the Ga droplet did in fact “etch” the AlAs layer, it did so at a much
slower rate.

Also, although nanohole formation was expected to disrupt the lattice

beneath, the XTEM results proved that the lattice below the nanohole was uniform (no
dislocations).

In addition, the XTEM analysis provided further information on the

character of the lobes surrounding the nanohole. In fact, it seemed that one side of the
nanohole was abrupt while the other side was somewhat sloping. The shape however,
was consistent with that illustrated in the AFM image of sample A in Figure 4.11 (b).
Next, the nanohole formation was considered. The micrographic image of the
hole in from the XTEM analysis appeared to be u-shaped rather than v-shaped as
suggested by the line profile in AFM. After closely observing the u-shaped hole, it
became apparent that while thicker materials were contained at the bottom of the hole,
the materials on the side walls were much thinner as seen in Figure 4.12 (a) and atop the
Figure 4.13. These differences in thickness at the bottom and side walls of the nanoholes
was most likely due to the anisotropy in the growth rates along different crystallographic
directions as well as capillary-induced diffusion of the underlying materials with lower
diffusion lengths [92]. Typically, growth rate anisotropy becomes the dominant
mechanism in the absence of capillary-induced fluxes, thereby suppressing the growth at
the bottom of the nanohole, resulting in high surface curvature [92].

However, for this

case, the growth rate anisotropy did not favor growth on the sidewalls (in MBE growth
rate depends on flux and is lower on sidewalls) of the self-patterned nonplanar surfaces,
and lateral surface fluxes of adatoms were not driven to the bottom of the nanoholes as
reported in Reference [92]. In this particular case, the opposite was true and materials at
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the bottom of the hole were pulled towards the sidewalls by a capillary force. This force
drove materials at the bottom outward and towards the side walls and eventually to the
edges of the nanohole, expanding the bottom of the hole in the process. Much like in the
case of a meniscus [93], which results as a direct consequence of liquid being pulled by a
capillary force towards the region of lowest surface energy, the interface energy at the
sidewalls of the nanohole was the region of lowest potential causing materials to move
towards the sidewalls and out of the hole. This process continued until the Ga from the
droplet (which at this point acted as a reservoir for further GaAs growth) is depleted. For
this reason, the diameter of the nanoholes seemed to be self-limiting.

4.6 Summary
In this chapter, in-situ grown templates were developed and discussed for use in
the growth of site-controlled QDs. These templates were based on a bottom-up approach
and were capable of producing nanostructures which in this case, did not show any sign
of dislocations as compared to top-down templating processes. The type of GaAs mound
template formed depended on both annealing time and temperature. It was found that the
higher the annealing temperature, the longer the diffusion length of Ga atoms and the
shallower the GaAs nanomound. With the type III template, the formation of subsequent
semiconductor nanostructures depended on the nanodrill effect of Ga droplets at high
temperatures. Within the so-called nanodrill technology, the GaAs region exposed to the
Ga droplets were “etched” or dissolved resulting in nanoholes that were more than 10nm
deep. The Ga droplet was able to “drill” into the substrate because of the desorbed As at
the Ga-substrate interface which occured at Ga rich regions and at high temperatures.
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In addition, these nanohole templates, as revealed by a XTEM study, showed no
sign of dislocations. In fact, during regrowth on the nanohole and evolution into GaAs
mounds, a reasonably uniform SL was maintained. However, the regions of the lattice
directly above the holes were higher than the regions between the holes.

During

nanohole formation, the increase in the diameter at the bottom of the holes was primarily
due to a balance between the lower growth rate on the sidewall and capillary-induced
diffusion. Moreover, while other reports have claimed that Ga droplets did not etch
AlAs, the work discussed here proved otherwise. It was demonstrated that Ga droplets
do in fact etch AlAs but did so very slowly. Furthermore, as the refill process proceeds,
the respective layer thicknesses approached the deposited thickness of 6nm.
This nanodrill effect of the Ga droplets offered versatility in the fabrication of
nanoholes templates with potential for controlling the lateral alignment of QDs for
applications such as quantum computing. In fact, by controlling the ordering of Ga
droplets on the GaAs surface by either focused ion beam (FIB) or a “nano-jet probe”
method, nanohole templates can be more effectively utilized for subsequent growths.
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Chapter 5: Application of Templates for InAs QD Formation
5.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the application of two different types of nanomound
templates for site-controlled growth of InAs QDs, (1) Shallow nanomounds for growth of
QDCs and (2) tall nanomounds for growth of QDMs. First, the use of shallownanomound templates for growth of QDCs will be discussed followed by the use of tallnanomound templates for QDMs. In addition, tuning growth parameters to achieve quadmolecules will be discussed.
The theoretical and experimental interest in the relatively new field of quantum
computation has emphasized the use of semiconductor QDs as a building block for
quantum computers [94]. Therefore, the ability to control the growth of QDs to achieve
an effective coherent coupling of QD structures such as in the case of QDMs, have
attracted the interest of both theoreticians and experimentalist [95-97].

In order to

contribute to this field, in this work self-patterned GaAs nanomounds were used to
initiate the growth of both QDCs and QDMs [80-81]. In a hybrid approach, droplet
homo-epitaxy was combined with SK growth of site-controlled QDs without the use of
metal masks.

The Type I (shallow-elongated) and II templates (tall-rounded) were

fabricated by a strain-free homo-epitaxial approach. These templates were then utilized
for subsequent growth of QDs.

5.2 Sample Preparation and Characterization Techniques
The samples were grown by MBE on GaAs (100) substrates. Following oxide
desorption, growth began with a 500-nm GaAs buffer layer, which was followed by 10
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ML of Ga deposition to form the liquid droplets for the samples for QDCs, then exposed
to an As molecular flux (60-80%) and annealed for 2 minutes at a temperature of 530⁰C
to fully crystallize the droplets into GaAs surface nanostructures. At the same
temperature of 530⁰C, InAs was then deposited until the QDs formed after reaching a
critical coverage of 1.7 ML.
For QDM growth, 3ML of Ga was deposited to form Type II templates (in which
GaAs mounds maintained the original shape of the Ga droplets), at a substrate
temperature of 500°C. Following droplet formation, the temperature was reduced to
150°C to avoid diffusion of the Ga droplets, that would lead to Type I templates. At
530°C, various amounts (0, 1.7, 1.8, 2.0 and 2.1ML) of InAs were then deposited.
Growth for achieving quad-molecules progressed with a 3ML Ga deposition at surface
temperatures of 460°C and 480°C. In this case, the temperature was elevated to 520°C for
the deposition of 4.35ML of InAs. The temperature at which droplet formation occurred
was the most pressing difference in the growths. The resulting morphologies were
imaged by AFM under ambient conditions. For PL measurements, the resulting InAs
QDs were capped with 100 nm of GaAs. Each PL measurement was performed at a
temperature of 10 K by using 532-nm laser excitation.

5.3 Type I Nanomound Template for Growth of QD Clusters
By using droplet homo-epitaxy, Type I nanomounds that are elongated along the
[01-1] direction can be formed as discussed in Chapter 4. In the case of Type I templates,
the height and shape of the nanomounds predominantly depends on the diffusion length
of the Ga adatoms. Therefore, at higher temperatures, the diffusion length of the Ga
adatom is greater, resulting in flatter and longer nanomounds.
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The shallower the

nanomound, the lower the density of atomic steps thus postponing QD formation or
depending on the atomic step density, QDCs will result [80]. The density of QDCs and
the number of QDs in the clusters can be adjusted by controlling the growth conditions of
the Ga droplets. As previously discussed, the GaAs nanomounds assume an anisotropic
shape after annealing. Therefore, QDCs take advantage of this anisotropic shape and
form at the shallow step edges.
The GaAs nanomounds grown in this work had an anisotropic shape after
depositing 10ML of Ga and annealing for 2 minutes as shown in Figure 5.1. The length,
width and height of the GaAs mounds were 440nm, 170nm and 2.4nm respectively, with
a density of 3.7x108cm-2.
(a)
(b)

Figure 5.1: (a) 5µm×5µm AFM image of the surface topography with 10ML Ga droplets formed
at 500oC but after additional annealing for 2 minutes at 530oC [80] and (b) illustrates the atomic
steps in the [01-1] and [011] directions.

As seen in the magnified AFM image, the monolayer steps lengths and density of
steps were greater along the [01-1] than the sides along the [011] direction. When Ga
droplets were formed at 500°C and subsequently 1.7ML of InAs was deposited at 530°C,
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QD formation occurred only around the GaAs nanomounds as seen in Figure 5.2 (a). This
was compared to the QD formation on a flattened GaAs nanomound, in which case the
QDs were randomly distributed [98-100]. The QDs had an average height and diameter
of 12nm and 50nm respectively. The edges of the nanomounds along the [01-1] seemed
to be the preferential site for QD formation because of the higher density of atomic steps
in that direction compared to the [011] direction. The histogram of Figure 5.2 (b) showed
the number of QDs per cluster and was peaked at 5.

Figure 5.2: (a) 5µm × 5µm AFM image of the surface topography with GaAs islands transformed
from 500 oC Ga droplets and InAs QDs formed after an InAs coverage of 1.7 ML at 530 oC. The
inset is a 1 µm × 1 µm AFM image that emphasizes the favored sites for InAs QDs on the sides
of GaAs islands. (b) The number of QDs per cluster [80].

Both the density and size of the QDCs were tuned by adjusting the growth
conditions of Ga droplets. In instances where the GaAs mound was bigger (higher
temperatures of 550⁰C for GaAs nanomound formation), there was an apparent increase
in the number of QDs on each cluster. If the temperature is lowered to 450⁰C, then the
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nanomounds become smaller and the density increased as previously discussed. In fact, in
this case the number of QDs per cluster was peaked at two. Figure 5.3 (a) and (b) shows
both cases.

Figure 5.3: (a) and (b) are 5µm × 5µm AFM images of the surface topography with InAs QDs
formed after 1.7 ML InAs deposition at 530 oC but the GaAs islands transformed from 550 oC
and 450 oC Ga droplets, respectively. Their corresponding statistical distributions of the QD
number in QDCs are shown in their insets [80].

At the higher temperature, the GaAs nanomound had dimensions of 780nm in
length, 220nm wide and 2.3nm tall with a density of 3.1x108cm-2.

At the lower

temperature, the density increased to 5.5x108cm-2.
The PL measurement of Figure 5.4 shows good optical properties of the clustered
QDs. The growth conditions described in Section 5.2 were used for both the PL sample
and that shown in Figure 5.1. For these dots, the full width at half maxima (FWHM) was
33meV at a low excitation power of 0.03W/cm2.
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Photon Energy (eV)
Figure 5.4: PL spectra of InAs QDCs induced by GaAs islands transformed from 500 oC Ga
droplets. From bottom to top, the six spectra cover the range of laser power densities from P0
(0.03 W/cm2) to P0 × 105. The evolution from the ground state for the PL peak is depicted with
the dashed vertical line and the excited states are highlighted with the arrows. [80].

In fact, this PL line width agreed well with the typical reported value of 0.030eV.
Further, there were resolved excited states with increasing excitation power. These
observations were a clear indication that the QDs had desirable optical properties and
were fairly uniform in size.

5.4 Type II Nanomound Template for Growth of QD Molecules
Type II templates (tall-rounded nanomounds) can be achieved where the taller
and more rounded the GaAs nanomounds, the higher the density of ML steps for QD
growth.

More specifically, the fabrication of InGaAs QDMs are assisted by droplet

homo-epitaxy and the formation of Type II templates. This is a very important step
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because as will be discussed later, the size of the GaAs nanomounds played a significant
role in determining the configurations of the QDMs.
The nanomounds here were fabricated with a deposition of 3ML of Ga at a
substrate temperature of 500°C, the amount necessary for an equivalent coverage of
GaAs in the presence of an As flux. The droplets formed were then crystallized to form
GaAs nanomounds. As discussed in Chapter 3, depending on the temperature at which
crystallization occurs and growth conditions, a wide range of nanostructures such as
GaAs QDs, double and single rings, QDCs and QDMs [57, 80-81, 88-89] can result.
In distinction to the work published in reference [101], the underlying growth
mechanism for the bi- to hex-QDMs evolution process was investigated in this work.
One striking observation leading to this study was that there was no established
relationship between the size of the Ga droplet and the type of QDM formed. Therefore,
this section will describe the work taken to demonstrate configuration control of number
of QDs per GaAs nanomound.
Figure 5.5 (a) shows the circular GaAs nanomounds used as type II templates for
QD growth. This shape was consistent with the shape of the original Ga droplet. To
achieve this, crystallization of the Ga droplets was performed at a temperature lower than
that at which droplet formation occurred thereby reducing the rate of diffusion of Ga
atoms. The GaAs nanomounds had a lateral size, height and density of 120nm, 50nm and
1.0x107cm-2 respectively. Since these type II templates facilitate nucleation of QDs, their
uniformity was key in determining or controlling the various configurations of QDMs.
Unfortunately, potential processes that could be used to achieve a more uniform
distribution of Ga droplets was not within the scope of this study. Furthermore, the study
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here does not directly include an investigation of QDM configuration as a function of
droplet size, preliminary data on the effect of temperature on droplet size [57] as well as
the results of Section 5.3, which demonstrated that more QDs form around bigger
nanomounds were utilized in the search for configuration control of QDMs.

Figure 5.5: Formation of InGaAs QDMs with varying InAs deposition. (a) 0ML InAs, (b)
1.8ML, (c) 2.0ML and (d) 2.2ML. Figures (b) and (c) show a magnified view of (e) and (f)
respectively [81]

Although, growth of the GaAs nanomounds was optimized to facilitate QD
formation around them, initial fabrication of QDMs resulted in QDs both around the
GaAs nanomound and on the planar region of the GaAs surface [101]. Therefore, in
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order to eliminate the formation of background QDs, further experiments were performed
in this direction. In fact, with further tuning of the growth conditions in terms of InAs
coverage, a range of QDMs from bi- to hexa-QDMs without background QDs were
fabricated and the underlying growth mechanism was carefully studied. Various effects
such as intermixing between In and Ga atoms, higher mobility of surface atoms and in
turn enhanced diffusion, as well as increased desorption of In atoms as a result of
increased surface temperatures, all of which will be discussed later, contributed to the
elimination of background QDs.

The evolution process from tall-rounded GaAs

nanomound templates to bi-QDMs to the merged structures resembling “nano-lips” is
shown in Figure 5.5 as a function of InAs deposition.
During the initial attempts for fabricating QDMs, the substrate temperature was
kept constant at 500°C [101]. In this work, the growth temperature was increased to
530°C and was maintained for the entire growth period.

With this slight increase in

temperature, the resulting QD configuration was strikingly different with respect to InAs
coverage. Interestingly, a 30°C difference in temperature was sufficient to eliminate the
QDs formed on the planar surface of the GaAs as seen in Figure 5.5 (b) – (f).
As seen in Figure 5.5 (b) and 5.5 (e), bi-QDMs were formed after a 1.8ML
deposition of InAs.

Figure 5.5 (b) shows the formation of QDs around the GaAs

nanomound along the [01-1] direction. As the InAs coverage increased to 2.0ML, the
evolution progressed to hexa-QDMs as shown in Figure 5.5 (c) and 5.6 (f). By further
increasing the InAs deposition by an increment of 0.2ML (2.2ML), the QDs merged to
form a nano-lip-like structures and the background QDs appeared on the planar surface of
the substrate as seen in Figure 5.5 (d). Note that the hexa-molecules in Figure 5.5 (c) and
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(f) formed without the formation of background QDs. This was already a significant
improvement from the initial results [101].

To make further reference to the previous

reported results, with the same ML deposition of 2.0ML for InAs, at a substrate
temperature of 500⁰C, hexa-QDMs along with background QDs were formed.
Unfortunately, this can hinder future optical experiments and applications.
Here, the resulting configurations were different from the previously reported
work [101] on the basis of temperature alone. For example, with an InAs deposition of
1.6ML and a substrate temperature of 500⁰C, quad-QDMs (four QDs per GaAs
nanomound) resulted, while at the same deposition but with a temperature of 530⁰C,
shoulder-like structures along the [01-1] direction resulted [101].

Shoulder-like

structures were previously formed at 500⁰C with an InAs deposition of 1.0ML, preceding
the formation of bi-QDMs. However, by adjusting the substrate temperature to 530⁰C
and InAs deposition to 1.8ML, bi-QDMs resulted along with some quad- and hexamolecules. Clearly, although the InAs coverage remained constant, at increased
temperatures of 530⁰C, QD formation seemed to be delayed.
Intermixing between Ga and In atoms could be the leading cause for the delay in
QD formation and hence progression of QDMs. Furthermore, QD formation could be
delayed if an increased amount of Ga is contributed from the surface. This is quite
possible at high surface temperatures keeping in mind that there are several processes that
co-exist during epitaxial growth such as adatom diffusion, adsorption, desorption,
intermixing of surface atoms as well as atom incorporation at high density steps as
illustrated in Chapter 1 [102-104]. Further, speculation of this was supported by studies
of the 2D to 3D phase transition [105-106]. In addition, the diffusion length of the
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incoming In atoms on the GaAs surface will most likely become enhanced at higher
surface temperatures, thus increasing the mobility. Therefore, the In atoms travel to the
nucleation sites which in essence act like a sink for trapping atoms. These sites are
favored for adatom incorporation most likely because of the density of atomic steps [43,
67]. Another consideration for the delay in background QD formation could possibly be
due to an increased rate of In desorption at high temperatures. Consequently, while the
critical thickness was found to be 1.8ML at 500⁰C, was found in this work to be 2.1ML at
530⁰C.
The various configurations evolvution with InAs coverage was next studied.
Figure 5.6 illustrates the fashion in which the QDMs evolved. In this case, InAs
deposition ranged from 1.7ML to 2.0ML. The diffusion process was initiated with a
deposition of 1.7ML and gave rise to shoulder-like structures as illustrated in Figure 5.6
(a). Diffusion seemed to be anisotropic in nature along the [01-1]. The diffusion of the
GaAs nanomounds with deposition of InAs was explained on the basis of redistributed
surface energy. The surface energy can change or redistribute when atoms are deposited
onto well-formed or stable nanostructures as observed in ref. [107, 108]. The shoulderlike structures that resulted from diffusion further increased mis-orientation of the GaAs
surface and hence the density of monolayer steps, causing more In atoms to incorporate
into the shoulder [43]. This in turn increased the rate at which QDs relaxed around the
GaAs nanomounds compared to the planar surface.
By increasing the InAs deposition to 1.8ML, two QDs were observed at the
shoulder edge along the [01-1] direction. This raised the question as to why QD
formation occurred at the edges of the shoulders (the diffused GaAs regions in the [01-1]
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direction) rather than around the GaAs nanomound or in between the shoulder and the
mound? The most logical reasoning was to assume that a uniform flux of In was supplied
over the GaAs nanomounds. In this case, the Ga from the GaAs mounds acted as an
active reservoir for the incoming In atoms, diffusing from the mound.

Figure 5.6: InGaAs QDM formation with reduced increments in InAs ML (a) 1.7ML, (b) 1.8, (c)
and (d) 1.9ML and (e) and (f) 2.0ML [81].
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This reasoning was consistent with observations from initial QDM experiments
which pointed out that the dimension of the GaAs nanomound seemed to decrease as
growth progressed. In fact, it made sense that the diffusion could be driven by the
anisotropy of the GaAs (100) surface, thus forming shoulders along the [01-1] direction.
In such cases, it appeared that the In content was most likely higher at some distance
away from the GaAs nanomound with the highest content at the edges of the shoulder
and thus the likelihood of 2D to 3D transition of QDs increased in that region.
Furthermore, examination of Figure 5.6 (b) showed evidence of this reasoning.
The dash arrows indicate small mound-like structures that were observed in
between the GaAs nanomound and the nucleation site for QDs (edges of the shoulders).
Also, along the [01-1] direction, the shoulder-like region contained two small
dots/mounds which could possibly be the initial nucleation site for QD formation.
Proceeding to Figure 5.6 (c), 1.9ML of InAs was deposited and four and five QDs per
GaAs nanomounds were formed at the small mound sites.
As the transition from bi-QDMs to quad-QDMs proceeded, there were QDs
forming on the small mounds while the initial QDs at the edges of the shoulder reduced
in size. The image in Figure 5.6 (c) suggested that the initial QDs formed on the upper
shoulder had disappeared while those on the lower shoulder were reduced in size. This
led to the transfer of materials into the newly formed QDs that appeared on the mounds,
which result from a redistribution of surface energies during QD relaxation [109-111].
This was seen more clearly in Figure 5.6 (d). In fact, with the same InAs deposition as in
Figure 5.6 (c), quad-QDMs are observed. In Figure 5.6 (d), there was no sign of the
initial QDs that were observed in Figure 5.6 (c). By increasing the InAs deposition by
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0.1ML, the four QDs around the GaAs nanomounds increased in size and small mounds
along the [011] were observed. Two new small mounds are highlighted with the dashed
arrows in Figure 5.6 (e). Eventually, hexa-QDMs were formed as the small mounds
matured. Note that, although diffusion along the [01-1] direction dominated on GaAs
(100) surfaces, there was still some diffusion of materials in the [011] direction.
To summarize, the evolution of the QDMs began with the formation of shoulders
because of the highly anisotropic surface diffusion along the [01-1] direction. This
resulted in a locally, highly mis-oriented GaAs surface with a high density of atomic
steps. The In atoms favored the regions of lowest energy thus incorporated into the edge
of the shoulder. This led to the formation of bi-QDMs. As the growth proceeded, the
smaller mounds observed in between the GaAs nanomound and the edge of the shoulder
relaxed to form quad-QDMs and the initial QDs disappeared. Eventually, the hexaQDMs were formed from the two QDs formed along the [011] direction.
Figure 5.7 shows hexa-QDMs formed with the deposition of 2.0ML of InAs. For
the remaining discussion, the main configurations of QDMs formed were labeled as
follows:
•

Type I: quad-QDM

•

Type II: penta-QDM

•

Type III: hexa-QDMs

As seen in Figure 5.7 (b) – (d), there was no simple self limiting control over which type
of configuration formed. For example, while in this case, the goal was to achieve Type
III QDMs, other configurations such as Type I and II appeared. Specifically, the surface
consisted of 12%, 7% and 80% of Types I, II and III QDMs. Type III-QDMs under these
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specified growth conditions were the dominant configuration. So far, the growth is
demonstrated at a high temperature and the dominant configuration is the type III-QDMs.
Therefore, it was speculated that the bigger the droplet size, the bigger the QDM that
resulted.

Figure 5.7: A study of the various configurations of QDMs. For this study, annealing was
performed for 10s after Ga droplet formation. The summary of surface coverage of QDM with
respect to the volume of the QDM is graphed in Figure (e) [81].

In Figure 5.7 (b) – (d), it was speculated that smaller GaAs nanomounds resulted
in Type I-QDMs and the larger GaAs nanomounds facilitated the growth of Type IIIQDMs. The differences in the size of the GaAs nanomounds was based only on a
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qualitative comparison of the vertical scale between Figure 5.7 (b) and (d). The GaAs
nanomound in Figure 5.7 (b) was light grey in color while that of Figure 5.7 (d) was more
charcoal in color.
The Type II and III-QDMs formed as a direct consequence of the Ostwald
ripening of the template Ga droplets [112, 113]. During the 10s growth interruption
following Ga droplet formation some of the droplets may have ripened, affecting the
overall uniformity of the GaAs nanomound template. This would have caused the bigger
droplets to grow bigger by engulfing smaller ones, resulting in a large difference in
droplet size on the surface. This raised the question as to how could the uniformity of Ga
droplets be improved by tuning the growth interruption after droplet formation.
To resolve these questions, another sample was grown with a GI time of greater
than 10s immediately after the droplet formation while maintaining the other growth
conditions. The result of this growth is shown in the AFM image of Figure 5.8. In this
case, three different configurations resulted and are defined as follows:
•

Type I-QDMs: 4 QDs positioned in a square-like shape (Figure 5.8 (b))

•

Type II-QDMs: hexa-QDMs (Figure 5.8 (c))

•

Type III-QDMs: 4 QDs positioned in a rectangular-like shape (Figure 5.8 (d))

In comparing Figure 5.8 (a) to Figure 5.7 (a), it was seen that while various distinct
configurations appeared in Figure 5.8 (a), the configurations of Figure 5.7 (a) were more
uniform. Specifically, the surface consisted of 21% Type I-QDM (square-like), 30% of
Type III-QDMs and 49% hexa-QDMs.
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Figure 5.8: A thorough investigation of the dominant configurations of QDMs: Here, following
droplet formation, the sample was annealed for 2 minutes [81].

Introducing the additional growth interruption time could have resulted in a broad
distribution in the size of the Ga droplets, which resulted due to Ostwald-ripening [112,
113] as previously speculated. This certainly suggested that the configuration of QDMs
may in fact depend upon the size of the GaAs nanomounds. At a high temperature and 2
minutes annealing, the configuration type of QDMs increased in size. Furthermore,
while the sample represented by the AFM image in Figure 5.7 consisted of a total number
of 162 QDMs, the sample represented in Figure 5.8 consisted of 117, a decrease of 28%.
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Again, this could have been a direct consequence of the disappearance of smaller droplets
during the ripening process.
Based on the accumulated knowledge and depth of understanding of the evolution
of these QDMs, the size uniformity must be improved to achieve better control of the
type of configuration. It was clear that the size of the GaAs nanomound played a
significant role in type of QDMs as well as the variation in their configuration. This
parameter could be controlled with proper tuning of growth interruption and was further
explored to achieve a surface covered with quad-QDMs only.

5.5 Controlling Configuration of QDMs to Achieve Quad-Molecules
To further test the ability to control the variation and configuration, more samples
were grown with a goal of achieving quad-QDMs. Quad-QDMs are of interest for both
electronic and optical studies simply because the optical measurements from previous
more complex configurations were deemed too difficult to interpret and there had been an
interest from both theoreticians and experimentalist on investigating the interaction
between QDs in Quad-QDMs [114, 115]. In this section, the growth conditions’ tuning
to achieve only quad-QDMs will be discussed. Substrate temperature and InAs deposition
were selected to be tuned to control the configurations. Figure 5.9 (a) - (c) illustrates the
structures formed at 500 and 480°C respectively.

This investigation began at a

temperature of 500°C in order to qualitatively define the effect of the size of the droplet
on the type of structure formed. As the temperature increased, the QD structures seemed
to merge together due to anisotropic diffusion which was favored along the [01-1]
direction.
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[01-1]

Figure 5.9: Figures (a-c) are 1.7x1.8µm AFM images. The Figures illustrate the effect of
temperature and InAs deposition on QD formation [52].

It was seen in Figure 5.9 (a) that with a deposition of 6ML InAs, areas of merged
QD structures formed with a background of small QDs. Figure 5.9 (b) showed merged
structures along with hexa-QDMs, penta-QDMs and background QDs. However,
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although the temperature remained constant for droplet formation, the InAs deposition
was decreased to 5.25ML in order to minimize the number of background QDs. In
Figure 5.9 (c), the surface temperature was decreased to 480°C and the InAs deposition
was decreased to 4.75ML. In this case, by lowering the substrate temperature and InAs
coverage, the density of background QDs was significantly reduced. However, the QD
structures, although more defined than in Figure 5.9 (a), merged resulting in a mixture of
configurations. Based on the results of Figure 5.9 (c), it was seen that at a temperature of
480°C the rate at which QDs relax on the planar GaAs surface was reduced significantly
(one order of magnitude) and a background free of QDs could likely be achieved by
reducing the InAs deposition. Note that by reducing the temperature to 480°C, smaller Ga
droplets could be achieved and in turn smaller configurations.
Therefore, the surface temperature was kept constant at 480°C and the InAs
deposition was decreased to 4.35ML as illustrated in Figure 5.10. The AFM image in
Figure 5.10 illustrates quad-QDMs elongated along the [011] direction along with some
quantum rod pairs (QRPs). QRPs resulted in much the same ways as the “nano-lips”
above. Because the anisotropy of the surface diffusion on GaAs (100) surface favored
the [01-1] direction, preventing QDs from merging was extremely challenging. In fact,
the coverage of quad-QDMs on the surface was found to be 75% while QRPs made up
the remaining 25%. Although the growth conditions were tuned to achieve a surface of
ONLY quad-QDMs, only 75% of the surface consisted of this type of configuration.
However, this was an improvement in the uniformity over previously reported related
experiments [101]. This uniformity was achievable as a result of the qualitative
understanding of the configuration type with respect to the size of the droplet that was
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achieved from the work discussed in the Section 5.4. The quad-QDMs were formed with
QDs that were 12nm and 73nm in height and diameter respectively. The inter-dot
distance along the [011] is 135nm and that along the [01-1] is 90nm. Similarly, the QRPs
are 17nm and 180nm in height and diameter respectively. Again, note here that, in
contrast with the experiments discussed in Section 5.4 where the quad-QDMs were
aligned along the [01-1], in this section, they stretched along the [011] direction. This
type of configuration provided further evidence that the spacing between QDs along the
[01-1] was influenced by the droplet size.
Figure 5.11 (a) and (b) compared the evolution of QDMs from previous
experiments and the current work discussed. Under previous growth conditions, the QDs
formed on the monolayer steps of the GaAs nanomound, had more options as far as atom
incorporation because the distance between the QDs along the [01-1], d[01-1] was greater
than distance between the QDs along the [011], d[011]. As illustrated in Figure 5.11 (a),
there was sufficient room for QD formation which is why the QDMs were able to evolve
from bi-QDMs to merged (lip-shaped) structures. Therefore, this facilitates predictions
of the configuration type with respect to the size of the droplet. Having said that, if the
distance, d[01-1] was less than d[011], the resulting configuration varied. In such a case,
while the larger distance, d[011] may have resulted from possibly strained structures, the
higher diffusion along the [01-1] determined the distance, d[01-1]. Furthermore, in the
previous experiments Ga droplets and QDMs were fabricated at surface temperatures of
530°C and 500°C as compared to the structures of this section, where growths at 500°C
and 480°C were compared. Reducing the temperature to 480°C led to results that were
different from previously reported.

For example, along directions where surface
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diffusion was higher on GaAs (100), QDs merged to form “nano-lips” at high
temperatures of 520°C, while at a lower temperature of 480°C they merged to form
QRPs.

Figure 5.10: The Ga droplets were formed at 480°C and subsequent InAs deposition was
performed at 520 °C for formation of quad-QDM and QRPs. Magnified images of the quad-QDM
and QRP are shown in (b) and (c) respectively and 3D views of each structure is depicted in (d)
and (e). [52].
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In addition, as the growth progressed, the GaAs nanomounds seemed to decrease
in height with continuous deposition of InAs. This remained consistent throughout every
experiment. The evolution of the QDM configuration based on the growth conditions in
this section was summarized in Figure 5.11 (b).

Figure 5.11: The progression of the QDMs is shown for (a). QDMs for results of section 5.4. (b)
QDMs for this section [52].

The observation of the evolution of QDMs here raised an important question
when compared to the previous experiment.

Quad-QDMs were the only QDM

configuration attained along with the QRPs on the surface at 480°C but the QD
arrangement was different from the quad-QDMs seen in prior experiments. So, why
were the quad-QDMs aligned along the [011] direction at the growth conditions here? In
order to answer this question, another sample was grown. This time the InAs coverage of
4.35ML was kept constant and the surface temperature was further reduced to 460°C. A
lower temperature was chosen because a clear picture had already been deduced from the
structures at higher temperatures. Interestingly, at this temperature, “platelet-like”
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structures with InAs QDs at the edges were observed. This was illustrated by the
magnified AFM images of Figure 5.12 (a-d).

Figure 5.12: Magnified 3D views of the platelet-like structures observed at a substrate
temperature of 460°C, which play a role in inducing QD growth [52].

The structures were 4nm and 175nm in height and width respectively. Certainly,
the ‘platelet-like’ structures on the surface were a direct result of the diffusion of Ga
droplets even at temperatures lower than 500°C [116] and played a significant role in
inducing QDs and in turn the quad-QDMs. In fact reference [117] showed a similar
scenario and discussed that surface adatoms preferentially incorporate into the upper
atomic step edge as a result the lower potential at these region.

In comparing the

scenario presented in reference [117] to the work under discussion, it suggested that the
first single QD formation occurred at the upper step edges. More explicitly, from Figure
5.12, it appeared that the initial QD formation occurred at the upper edge of the plateletlike structure, followed by a second dot, until four QDs were distributed, all based on
energy considerations at the upper and outer-edge of the diffused mounds (platelet-like
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structures). As reported in ref. [117], that the most favorable sites for adatom
incorporation and subsequent QD formation are at the “upper most region or outer edge
of the steps” [117] which is consistent with the observations of this study. In fact, on
GaAs (100), the formation energy of surface steps is small and epitaxial growth on it
generally results in ragged edges as illustrated in Figure 5.13. This figure showed the
concave and convex edges of atomic steps.
To briefly summarize the discussion, kinetic processes such as atom deposition
and migration of adatoms played a significant role in the formation of QDMs during
epitaxial growth [88, 116, and 117].

Although fabrication occurred at a lower

temperature than in previous experiments, surface migration of adatoms resulted in an
intermix of In and Ga adatoms. In addition, the formation of quad-QDMs elongated
along the [011] direction was consistent with the 2D→3D transition of QDs at step edges
(more specifically the b region of Figure 5.13) discussed by Cho et.al.

Figure 5.13: Illustration of atomic steps on the GaAs (100) surface [117].

The In atoms deposited at a surface temperature 520°C were able to migrate to the step
edges with a favorably lower energy and were trapped there for QD formation [117]
because of the highly anisotropic surface diffusion along the [01-1] direction.
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In addition, the extent at which the GaAs nanomounds became diffused and
consequently reduced in height played a role in redistributing the surface energy. Surface
energy redistribution usually occurred when hetero-constituent atoms were applied to an
already formed nanostructure on the surface [118, 119].

The GaAs nanomounds

provided a constant supply of Ga during the deposition of InAs. In other words, it acted
like an active reservoir, providing Ga for further growths. Even at lower temperatures, a
decrease in the height of the GaAs nanomound was observed. This could possibly be due
to the redistribution of the GaAs nanomound due to strain build-up as the growth
progressed. However, upon the deposition of InAs, the QDs formed directly at the outer
corners of the diffused GaAs nanomound unlike the previous experiments where they
formed on the shoulder-like structures along the [01-1] direction.

Although QDs were

stable during annealing, they merged to form QRPs in the regions along the [01-1]
direction where surface diffusion was highest.

5.6 Summary
In conclusion, by combining droplet homo-epitaxy and the SK growth mode, a
vast range of nanostructures were fabricated. In this chapter, the localization of QDs was
achieved with a hybrid growth approach by taking advantage of the high step density
areas preferred by QDs. To realize high density steps, GaAs nanomound templates were
fabricated by droplet homo-epitaxy in which Ga atoms were deposited onto the GaAs
surface to form droplets that were later crystallized. The high density step region of the
GaAs nanomounds restricted the InAs QDs to the slope-like regions only. Therefore, by
tuning the growth conditions, the resulting type of GaAs nanomound template directed
subsequent growth of QDs determining whether QDCs or QDMs were formed.
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Furthermore, in terms of the QDMs, evolution of the various structures were
discussed in the context of configuration control. The configurations did show some
qualitative dependence on the droplet size indicating that the bigger the droplet
dimension, the more room for QDs to nucleate and vice versa. Nonetheless, the variation
in configurations on a single surface was a direct consequence of Ostwald ripening which
resulted in a non-uniformity of droplet size. However, by optimizing the growth
conditions with growth interruption, the broad variation in droplet size was minimized. In
addition, the evolution mechanism from Section 5.4 was discussed in the context of
kinetic processes and transfer of materials during nucleation. Compared to previous
related experiments which showed formation of background QDs during evolution of
hexa-QDMs, the experiments in this chapter showed an evolution of hexa-QDMs without
background QDs. Further discussion on the evolution of hexa-QDMs encompassed a
breadth of elements, which when combined resulted in the non-relaxation of background
QDs. These elements were: (1) enhanced intermixing of Ga and In atoms, (2) higher In
desorption rate and (3) increased surface diffusion of surface atoms.

All of these

elements were present at high temperature (≥460°C in this case) growths.
Furthermore, as the QDM experiments proceeded to achieve specifically quadQDMs, adatom diffusion and material redistribution were the key factors in discussing
the evolution of quad-QDMs to a new type of nanostructure termed QRPs. The elongated
quad-QDMs along the [011] direction were formed as a result of the increased diffusion
of GaAs nanomounds, forming the “platelet-like” structures on the GaAs surface. Again,
QDMs were of interest because of their potential as qubits in quantum computing
applications.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
In conclusion, the journey to enhancing the lateral ordering of QDs began with
droplet formation and ended with QDMs. The content of this dissertation particularly
demonstrated the use of in-situ templates as a means of forcing the lateral alignment of
QDs via a hybrid growth approach in which DE and the SK growth modes were
combined. This hybrid growth approach proved to be an essential tool for realizing a
broad range of semiconductor nanostructures ranging from GaAs nanomounds,
nanoholes, QDPs and QDMs by taking advantage of the various kinetic processes such as
diffusion, adatom incorporation and intermixing of adatoms which co-exisit on the GaAs
surface during MBE growth.

6.1. Summary of the dissertation chapters
Chapter 1 gave a brief overview of the two main types of ordering approaches.
Natural ordering, which relied on QD stacking and forced ordering which is based on the
use of ex-situ templates for pre-defining nucleation sites. Examples of both types of
ordering was demonstrated and discussed on the basis of fundamental material properties.
In the case of natural ordering, migration of In adatoms due to strain was the leading
growth element while forced ordering took advantage of corrugated surfaces or high
density step regions from mesas or shallow patterned trenches. The lateral ordering
method of this dissertation was different from the examples of the current state of the art
approaches presented in that it did not require any ex-situ surface processes such as
lithography. Instead, a DE approach was used for creating in-situ templates.
As discussed in Chapter 2, understanding droplet formation of In, Al and Ga on
GaAs (100) as well as their composites aided in precisely determining composition of
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their ternary counterparts such as InGaAs and AlGaAs when fabricated via the DE
approach. Moreover, the variations in size and density of Al, Ga and In was discussed on
basis of adatom surface mobility and diffusion lengths. In addition, composite droplets
of InGa and AlGa were formed via two different approaches, simultaneous and sequential
and the best overall approach was discussed. However, the remainder of the dissertation
was based on the use of Ga droplets for creating high density step regions of GaAs for
subsequent QD formation.
Depending on the point at which Ga droplets were crystallized as well as the
surface temperature, different types of templates such as nanoholes, shallow-elongated
nanomounds and tall-rounded nanomounds were achieved. Chapter 3 took advantage of
the one type of nanohole template for the fabrication of QDPs, demonstrating the
willingness of adatom incorporation at corrugated surfaces which resulted from the Ga
nanodrill effect. At high temperatures, GaAs crystallization as well as GaAs diffusion
dominated the growth giving rise to shallow nanoholes on GaAs hills, which, with
increased annealing time encouraged the formation of QDPs and subsequently QD rods
due to higher anisotropic surface diffusion along the [01-1]. A thorough investigation of
the integrity of the buried QDPs revealed that in addition to droplet formation, other
elements such as adatom incorporation and mass redistribution of the buffer layer should
be considered during growth.

Due to redistribution of the underlying layers and

subsequent intermixing between Ga and Al, the resulting QDs contained some content of
Al.
The Ga nanodrill effect which also participated in the formation of QDPs was
elaborated in Chapter 4. However, the nanoholes formed when this effect dominated the
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growth evolved in a different manner to the shallow nanoholes atop GaAs hills. This
chapter demonstrated the ability of Ga droplets at high (≥500°C) surface temperatures
and in the absence of an As flux, to melt the GaAs substrate giving rise to nanoholes.
The nanoholes were deeper than the amount of material deposited, due to the desorption
of As at the droplet-substrate interface under conditions that are Ga rich and at high
growth temperatures. In addition, the refill process and nanohole formation was carefully
studied by XTEM. The nanoholes were found to evolve into GaAs elongated mounds
during the refill process. This process, investigated with a SL of AlAs-GaAs, was
characterized by a layer-by-layer method of refill while maintaining the overall
uniformity of the lattice.
On the other hand, while the nanoholes were presumed v-grooved based on
previous line profiles by AFM, XTEM revealed nanoholes that were wide at the bottom.
The widening at the bottom was discussed in terms of an increase of capillary-induced
flux which dominated due to the lower growth rate on the sidewall, which is typical of
non-planar surfaces in MBE.

Moreover, while other reports have claimed that Ga

droplets do not etch AlAs, the work demonstrated that it did melt AlAs. However, the
rate at which it melted AlAs compared to GaAs was beyond the scope of this study.
Furthermore, as the refill process proceeded, the respective layer thicknesses approached
the deposited thickness of 6nm, indicating that there was no intermixing between the
AlAs and GaAs. While nanoholes were one type of template formed from Ga droplets,
the shallow-elongated and tall-rounded bottom-up templates were formed in an effort to
generate high density step regions of GaAs that would act as a sink for adatoms migrating
from the planar GaAs surface. Chapter 4 also demonstrated that at higher annealing
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temperatures, the longer diffusion length of Ga atoms resulted in shallow-elongated GaAs
nanomound templates.
By utilizing the shallow-elongated or tall-rounded in-situ templates, QDs laterally
aligned as QDCs or QDMs were demonstrated in Chapter 5. By simply taking advantage
of high step density areas, which are favored by QDs, various configurations of QDMs
were achieved. The high density step regions were formed via a droplet homo-epitaxy
method in which Ga droplets were crystallized. Furthermore, the evolution of QDMs
was demonstrated from bi- to hexa- and from bi- to quad-QDMs. It was qualitatively
observed that bigger droplets resulted in larger QDMs and the opposite was found to be
true for smaller droplets. In addition, variations in configurations were a direct
consequence of Ostwald ripening of the Ga droplets which led to droplets of various
dimensions. Chapter 5 also extended control of configurations with GI, which was found
to significantly minimize the variations in droplet size. The entire QDM formation
process was driven by kinetic processes at the surface as well as material transfer during
nucleation. At higher temperature, materials redistributed anisotropically with a faster
rate along the [01-1], giving rise to shoulder-like structures. At lower temperatures
redistribution occurred more slowly along both the [011] and [01-1] direction, leading to
platelet-like structures.

Both underlying structures played a significant role in

determining the overall structure of the QDMs. The differences in transfer of materials,
led to differences in the elongation of the quad-QDMs. The quad-QDMs elongated along
the [011] direction were formed as a result of the platelet-like structure compared to the
case of the shoulder-like structures, where it was elongated along the [01-1]. Moreover,
this chapter demonstrated QDM formation without the background QDs that were
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observed in earlier experiments. This delay in QD formation on the planar GaAs surface
was discussed in terms of intermixing between Ga and In adatoms, increased surface
diffusion of adatoms and the higher In desorption rate at higher temperatures.
To further summarize, a hybrid growth approach was developed to realize
laterally aligned QDs, in particular QDMs on GaAs (100) substrates. The development
of this growth approach included careful optimization of growth conditions for the Ga
droplet formation and subsequent QD formation. The investigations demonstrated the
morphology changes from QDPs to QDCs and various configurations of QDMs without
the need for ex-situ surface processes. The approach utilized in this dissertation provides
a template for realizing future devices based on quantum computing.

6.2. Future work in this direction
Droplet formation has been thoroughly investigated by AFM but essential details
of the structural and compositional characteristics need to be further explored and the
interplay between droplets of various materials, single and composite, and the substrate
needs to be understood. For instance, when an In droplet is formed on GaAs (100), is
there any material transfer between the droplet and the substrate? Or in the case of
composite droplets, do the droplets really mix forming InGa or AlGa or is there some
type segregation between respective materials? These questions need to be answered in
order to gain better insight into DE QDs, and one technique that can be utilized to
uncover this information is X-ray surface scattering.

This type of instrumentation is not

available locally and will be performed with future collaborative efforts.
While the successful control of the fabrication of QDMs via in-situ templating
methods opens many perspectives in the fields of information technology and electronics,
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the selective area growth and uniformity of Ga droplets needs to be further explored by
integrating other approaches such as the nano-jet probe (integrated with an AFM system),
which was developed by Asakawa et.al [97] into the hybrid approach described in the
dissertation. With the nano-jet probe method, Ga droplets can be selectively positioned
for either subsequent site-controlled QDs as well as achieving better control over the
configurations of QDMs with precise control over the size of the Ga droplets.
By integrating this approach with the growths described, a vast range of
interesting experiments may result, including studies of coupling interactions between
QDs or metal/QD systems. With this level of control in size and density of the various
semiconductor nanostructures, the sky will be the limit!
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Appendix A: Stranski Kranstanow (SK) Growth and Characterization of
InGaAs Quantum Dots Solar Cells
A.1 Introduction
The majority of the work discussed in this dissertation has focused on growth
using droplet-molecular beam epitaxy because of the versatility and precision that this
technique offers. However, this appendix focuses on the S-K grown InGaAs/GaAs QDs
using metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) and their possible application
to QD solar cells. Quantum dots have attracted much interest over the past decade and
have recently gained much attention in photovoltaic applications because of their
potential benefits such as excitations between multiple energy bands and band gap
tunability.
This appendix starts with an overview of solar cell technologies.

Important

device parameters will be briefly reviewed before the significance and approach of the
QD concepts is discussed followed by the device design for the current work. Then, the
growth and processing and material characterization of the solar cell devices will be
discussed. Finally, the photoluminescence (PL), current-voltage (I-V) characteristic and
external quantum efficiency (EQE) results will be summarized.

A.2 Overview of Solar Cell Technologies
The effect of global warming and climate change has accelerated research effort
worldwide into renewable and sustainable energy production and consumption. Of the
many possible alternatives, solar cells or photovoltaics (PV) based technologies are
poised to contribute significantly to the global energy production and consumption. Solar
panels are already routinely used partially power houses, miscellaneous portable devices
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and to feed back into the national power grid system, when not in use. According to
Solar Buzz [1], the leading annual world solar PV industry report, worldwide PV
installation exceeds 1.7 GW in 2006, with countries like Germany and Japan leading the
way. To keep up with the demand, solar cell production reached just over 2.2 GW in the
same year. The forecast is that these numbers will keep growing in the near future with
expected industry revenues to be between $18.6bn and $31.5bn by 2011.
The dominant market technology for solar cells is still based on silicon (Si) and
polysilicon.

The main reason is due to cost (economics).

Devices based on Si

technology in the market these days are only achieving around 20% efficiency. To
improve the efficiency of the devices, concentrator technology is used. This involves
using Fresnel lenses, parabolic mirrors or other optics to concentrate the collection of
solar energy to a small region. Usually, the concentrator technology also includes the
control and mechanism to track the sun.

Nevertheless, with this technology the

efficiency of Si-based solar cells are still below 30%. In addition, new designs of the
solar cells are required in order to support higher operating currents and temperatures.
Unfortunately, for Si-based devices, the concentration ratio is limited to 300-400x
beyond which too much current and heat would be generated resulting in failure of the
devices.
On the other hand, III-V multi-junction solar cells based on GaAs technology
have found applications in space such as in satellites. It is the preferred technology due
to the far greater conversion efficiency, low weight, and radiation resistance. These
multi-junction devices are usually based on stacking different materials of different
bandgaps to span the entire solar spectrum. A very common combination is to grow
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InGaP and GaAs on Ge substrates (Ge substrates being cheaper than GaAs). These three
materials have bandgap at around 1.9, 1.4 and 0.7eV, respectively which are sufficient to
cover the solar spectrum ranging from 0.5 to 3.5eV. In addition, since the III-V materials
are able to withstand high operating currents and temperatures, higher solar concentration
ratio >1000x can be used to further improve the efficiency. To date, efficiencies around
30% are routinely achieved in III-V multi-junction solar cells and a new record of 40.7%
has just been achieved in mid-2007 surpassing the 40% efficiency milestone [2].
Therefore, in recent years, there have been renewed interests into terrestrial concentration
systems using III-V solar cells because they were found to display high efficiencies
which makes up for the high costs required to bring the III-V solar cells from space to
earth. In theory, for multi-junction solar cells, by stacking an infinite number of III-V
junctions, each designed to absorb specific photon energies, an efficiency as high as 87%
can be predicted [3]. However, even demonstrating 4-6 junctions with 50% efficiency is
still in the research stage due to the complexity and number of problems added up such as
thermal expansion difference, lattice-mismatch issue and losses etc.
An alternative approach to overcome the efficiency limit of conventional single
gap solar cells is the use of low-dimensional semiconductor structures of quantum well
(QW) [4] or QDs [5] thanking to the rapid progresses in the technologies used for
epitaxial growth such as MBE and MOCVD. Compared with QWs, QDs are a much
preferred system due to its possibility of realizing the intermediate band (IB) structure in
solar cells [6]. The overall operation idea of an IB solar cell (IBSC) is illustrated in
Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1: Illustration of basic operation of the IB solar cell

The IB material, QDs in this case are sandwiched between the p and n
semiconductor materials. While the basic electronic structure of the IB resembles that of
conventional semiconductors cells, it differs because of the presence of the IB, which lies
in the middle of the bandgap, Eg, dividing it into energies EL and EH. The IB allows
absorption of below bandgap photons. There is interplay among various mechanisms
during the transition of electrons from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band
(CB). This process involves absorption of photons whose energies are smaller than the
energy of the bandgap to promote a transition from the VB to the IB and then to the CB
(labeled 1 and 2 in Figure A.1), as well as the direct transition from the VB to CB
(process “3”) Alternatively, an impact ionization mechanism could also take place, in
which energy of an electron as it decays from the IB to the VB excites an electron from
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the IB to the CB.

Therefore, with the extra photons absorbed, they produce extra

electron-hole pairs between the VB to CB in addition to those created by the conventional
transition between the VB and the CB, increasing the photocurrent of the device without
voltage degradation and leading to a calculated maximum efficiency of 63.3% [6].

A.3 Important Solar Cell Device Parameters
Before, delving into the significance and results of the current work, a brief
review of a few of the important parameters used to characterize solar cells will be
discussed [7].

Short circuit current (Isc) - This current flows through an external circuit under zero bias
from the p to n region. This parameter can be determined from the diode equation under
illumination.

q (V + IRs ⎤ V + IRs
⎡
I = I o ⎢exp
+
− IL
nKT ⎥⎦
Rp
⎣

Eq. (1)

Io, is the reverse saturation current, q is the electron charge, V is the applied bias, n is the
diode ideality factor, K is Boltzman constant and T is the cell temperature. The terms on
the right are the dark current and the third term (left-side) is the photo-generated current.
Under zero bias, equation 1 becomes,

I sc  − I L

Eq. (2)

The photo-generated current depends on both the intensity of the light and the
quantum efficiency (QE) of the cell. QE depends on absorption, recombination rates and
carrier lifetimes in the p and n regions of the cell. Since photon absorption depends
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directly on the bandgap (Eg) of the material, the larger Eg, the greater the reduction in the
range of the solar spectrum that can be absorbed, thereby decreasing Isc and increasing
Voc and the opposite is true for smaller Eg. In order words, obtaining maximum efficiency
can be bothersome because there’s always a trade-off between Voc and Isc.

Open circuit voltage (Voc) - At zero current (open circuit), the voltage is referred to as the
open-circuit voltage, Voc. This voltage measured is the built-in potential at the PN
junction. Equation 3 shows how the Voc is determined.

Voc =

nkT ⎛ I sc ⎞
ln ⎜ + 1⎟
q
⎝ Io
⎠

Eq. (3)

Fill factor (FF) - This parameter along with Voc and Isc, is used to determine the
maximum power generated by the solar cell and is usually defined as the “ratio of
maximum power to the product of Isc and Voc” [7]. The FF is the largest rectangle in the
I-V curve graphically.

FF =

Pmax
I V
= max max
I scVoc
I scVoc

Eq. (4)

Figure A.2 Illustrates the I-V characteristics of a solar cell under light and dark
conditions.
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(b)

(a)

Figure A.2: Illustration of I-V characteristics. (a) Shows dark conditions and
(b) shows light conditions [7].
External quantum efficiency (EQE) - This is a ratio of the number of incoming photons
to the number of generated carriers and can be calculated using Equation 5.

EQE =

1240 × I L
λ × Pin

Eq. (5)

IL is the photo-generated current (Ampere), λ is the wavelength of incident light (nm), Pin
is the power of the incident light (Watts)

Diode ideality factor (n) - A measure of junction quality and non-radiative recombination
mechanisms. Values of n≥2, indicates high carrier recombination, degrading the Voc and
FF of the cell. For an ideal cell under dark conditions, Equation 1 becomes,

⎡ qV ⎤
I = I o exp ⎢
⎣ nkT ⎥⎦

Eq. (6)

Taking the natural logarithm on both sides yield,

⎛ q
ln ( I ) = ⎜
⎝ kT
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⎞
⎟ V + ln ( I o )
⎠

Eq. (7)

Graphically, the n-factor can be found from the slope of ln (I) versus V for I-V
measurements under dark conditions.

Efficiency (η) - Finally, the efficiency can be calculated using the above parameters, Isc,

Voc and FF using the following equation,

η=

Pmax Voc I sc FF
=
Pin
Pin

Eq. (8)

A.4 Significance and Approach for Device Concepts

Although the concept of IBSC [6] was proposed about one decade ago, very little
work has been carried out experimentally and to date there are only a handful of reports
demonstrating QD IBSC in the literature [5, 9-14].

A few QD systems including

InAs/GaAs [5, 9, 11-13], InGaAs/GaAs [14], GaAs/GaSb [10] have been explored for
their use in the IBSC with a demonstration of extended photoresponse to longer
wavelengths (than the GaAs control cell).

However, some degradation in device

performance has always been observed (especially a reduction of open-circuit voltage
(VOC)). Two main reasons may contribute to this. Firstly, there is a lack of fundamental
study as to identify the key QD structural parameters which affect the solar cell operation
and thus to have proper QD structure design. Secondly, since QD solar cells are all based
on self-organized QDs grown by the SK mode [15], the formation of which is largely
driven by lattice-mismatch, the QD shape, size, density and uniformity are from the ideal
situation as used in theoretical calculations. Therefore, for each QD system, the growth
parameters need to be carefully optimized and moreover, new concept, novel structure
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design and growth technology are yet to be developed to improve the material quality of
stacked self-organized QDs essential for solar cell applications.
Therefore, this section will continue with discussions of the various design
concepts fabricated and characterized in an effort to fully exploit the potential of QDs for
developing high efficiency III-V solar cells.

A detailed comparison of coupled,

uncoupled, dot-in-a-well, QDs with strain compensations layers and QW solar cells will
be discussed in terms of significance of each design.
I. Engineering of electronic band structure through the novel concept of dots-in-a-well
(DWELL) structure – To achieve maximum efficiency, optimum band gaps values of the

QD and barrier materials are required in the IBSC. However, one of the biggest issues
with QDs is the difficulty in precisely predicting and controlling their band gap due to the
random self-organized S-K process used for fabricating QDs.

Figure A.3: Schematic of a dot-in-a-well (DWELL) growth structure (a) and electronic
diagram (b)

Therefore, dots-in-a-well (DWELL) structure [16] was fabricated. This involved
sandwiching QDs in a QW between barrier materials, as schematically shown in Figure
A.3 (a). The idea in using this design was that both the composition and thickness of the
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QW could be modified to facilitate a wide range of energies in the solar spectrum without
having to modify the growth conditions of the QDs (Figure A.3b).
fabricated was InGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs.

This structure

This material system was chosen because

AlGaAs is lattice matched to GaAs and so strain does not play a role during the growth,
allowing the flexibility of growing arbitrarily thick layers. This facilitated growing multistacks of QDs without formation of defects and possibly enhancing the absorption. It
was also possible to vary the composition of the Al content such that the VB offset could
be easily tuned, which was critical for the optimization of VOC of the final IBSC
properties [14] since a large VB offset would introduce a high number of closely spaced
hole levels in to the QD VB with a separation <kT that could overlap with the barrier
layer VB continuum. This enabled rapid relaxation of holes from the VB continuum to
the hole minibands in the QDs through phonon interaction, thereby decreasing the VOC of
IBSCs. In fact, this seem to be a real issue for the QD solar cells since for all the
experimentally reported QD solar cells [5, 9-12, 14], a reduction of VOC (in comparison
with the GaAs cell) has been observed.

II. Achieving a large number of stacked QD layers with GaP strain compensation
layers – Another limitation of the QD-based device structures is their capability to absorb

light effectively. However, this limitation can be overcome by growing stacks of QDs but
they are always accompanied by strain accumulation which could lead to defect
formation, leading to reduced cell efficiencies. By introducing the concept of strain
compensation, the number of stacked QD layer can be increased without compromising
the quality of the material. For In(Ga)As QDs, which are compressively strained to
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GaAs, inserting a GaP layer (produces a tensile strain) with a smaller lattice constant
than that of GaAs between the dot layers can counteract the strain caused by the InGaAs.
The strain is then at a minimum allowing the growth of a multiple layers of QDs without
causing defect formation. The insertion of a GaP SC in between dot layers have been
successfully demonstrated in the growth of lasers and has been found to significantly
improve the performance of such devices [19]. Most recently, a preliminary study of
GaP strain compensation effect on InAs/GaAs QD solar cells has also been reported [9].
Although only three (3) layers of QD were used, the solar cell with GaP layers have
shown improved properties suggesting this is a promising method for QD solar cells.
Moreover, the effect of GaP strain compensation layers on improving device performance
of InGaAs/GaAs QD infrared photodetectors (QDIP) has also been investigated and good
quality 15 stack QDIPs have been demonstrated [20,21].

III. Clarifying the mechanism of IBSC - Direct comparison between coupled and

uncoupled QD solar cells is also very important to clarify the mechanism of IBSC
operation. To date, it is not certain that coupling is strictly necessary for operation of the
IBSC based on its principle of operation, which states that no current is extracted from
the IB. However, in describing the mechanism of the IBSC with the QD approach, the
intermediate levels exist in the dots and not the barrier material. This said, if the QDs are
coupled, meaning that the dots are placed close enough to each other (barrier thickness ~
20nm) or as a direct consequence of high density, the electron wave function at the dots
will overlap giving rise to the intermediate band.
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IV. Comparison between quantum well (QW) and QD-based IBSC – QW solar cells

were believed to be the most efficient nanostructured cells until contradicting arguments
surfaced by Marti et. al [6, 7, 9, 12-13]. Nonetheless, recent work continued to focus on
optimizing the QW growth conditions for incorporation into multi-junction devices [22].
Although QW cells bear some similarity with QD-based IBSC in terms of a miniband
formation, important differences regarding the density of confined states remain. Despite
the similarity, QWs are not the nanostructure of choice for realizing the IB concept. This
is mainly due to the fact that the electrons in QWs are confined ONLY in the direction of
growth. Therefore, electrons in the 2D plane have a stronger electron-phonon interaction
causing photogenerated carriers to escape efficiently, thus reducing the overall efficiency
of the cell at room temperature. In addition, intrasubband optical absorption in QWs are
notoriously weaker than in QDs. Detailed investigations of QW cells are beyond of the
scope of this chapter and will only be compared to QDs under the same growth
conditions.

A.5 Device Design

Four different types of devices were designed in this work. QD solar cell (with
and without GaP strain compensation layers), DWELL solar cell (in which QDs are
embedded in a QW), QW solar cell and a GaAs reference cell. The cells were similar in
all aspects except that the control cell did not contain any low-dimensional structures in
its active region. Although there are ongoing arguments on the best type of substrate for
solar cell applications in terms of minority carrier diffusion lengths, n-type GaAs
substrates are used here.

Figure A.4 shows the basic difference between the

nanostructure cell (in this case, a QD cell) and the control cell devices.
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(a)
(b)

Figure A.4: Illustrates the basic difference between the (a) QD solar cell and (b)
the GaAs control cell

A.6 Self-assembled Growth of InGaAs/GaAs QDs, Processing and Characterization
techniques
A.6.1 Growth and Processing

The epistructure of all samples were grown on n+-GaAs (100) substrates in an
Aixtron horizontal flow low-pressure metal organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD) reactor at the Australian National University. The sources used were trimethyl gallium (TMGa), tri-methyl indium (TMIn), arsine (AsH3) and phosphine (PH3).
Carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) and disiline (Si2H6) were used for p and n type doping
respectively. Prior to growth, oxide desorption was performed at 760 °C for 5 min.
Following oxide desorption, a 100nm n+ GaAs buffer was grown at 650°C with a doping
density of 1x1018cm-3 followed by 200nm of n-GaAs with a doping density of 1x1017cm-3
for all structures. Then the growth temperature was lowered to 550°C for the active
region growth. The dots were formed from 6ML of nominally 50% InGaAs. In all
structures with the exception of the QW structure, ten periods of QDs separated by a
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50nm GaAs spacer layer were grown in the active region of the cell. To elaborate further,
the standard QD structure contained ten layers of quantum dots with a 50nm barrier of
GaAs between each layer. The strain compensated structure contained a thin layer
(0.5nm) of GaP inserted in between the 25nm GaAs barriers. The DWELL structure
consisted of an InGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs system, in which the InGaAs was the dot material,
10nm GaAs was the well, 80nm AlGaAs was the barrier material, and the QW structure
consisted of 10 layers of 7nm In0.25Ga0.75As in the active region. The GaAs control cell
differed from the nanostructure cell in that the active region consisted of 500nm undoped
GaAs. However, the overall structure and doping densities were consistent with the
nanostructure cells. Following the growth of the active region, the n-i-p structure was
completed by a 200nm p-GaAs, 30nm p-Al0.45Ga0.55As both with a doping density of
1x1017cm-3, followed by 100nm p+ GaAs contact layer with a doping density of
1x1018cm3. The growth temperature was quickly ramped up to 650°C during the growth
of this upper contact layer.
Following growth, the samples were processed using the standard lithography
technique. Wet etching resulted in 250µm square mesa structures. The back n-metal
contacts (Ge-Au/Ni/Au) and the p-metal contacts (Au-Zn/Au) were evaporated to achieve
a device with a cell area of 4.19x10-07m2. The samples were then rapidly annealed at
420°C for 60 seconds and packaged for characterization.
A.6.2 Material and Characterization Techniques

Characterization was performed by measuring the photoluminescence (PL),
current-voltage (I-V) characteristics and external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the
various samples as described below. For the room temperature PL measurements, a green
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laser was used as the excitation source. An InGaAs detector was used for collecting the
dispersed luminescence right after exiting the 0.5m monochromator. Figure A.5 shows a
PL response of each device. The I-V characteristics of the QD, QW solar cells and the
GaAs reference cell were measured at 290mW/cm2 illumination which corresponds to
AM 1.5. The measured open circuit voltage (Voc), short circuit current (Isc), and fill
factor (FF) values are listed in Table A.I.

A picoammeter (Keithley), dual-grating

monochromator and a power meter were used for measuring the EQE, as shown in Figure
A.7. The following formula was utilized for calculating the EQE:
EQE = (Iphx1240)/(Pinλ), where Iph, Pin, and λ are the collected photocurrent (A),
incident power (W) and the wavelength of the incident light (nm) respectively.

A.7 Results and Discussion

The PL spectra are measured for the various test samples in order to understand
the effect of the SC layers and insertion of QDs inside QWs on the PL. The PL spectra
also gave some insight as to the wavelength at which the absorption band edge for each
structure could be expected. The control sample exhibited a broad PL line with a peak
centered at 900nm and a full width at half maxima (FWHM) of 92meV. The broadness in
the peak was most likely due to temperature, keeping in mind that the PL was measured
at room temperature. The QD structure had a peak centered at 1159nm and a FWHM of
85meV. Typically, InGaAs QDs do exhibit PL lines that are narrower than that of InAs
because of the dimension of these dots. The dimension usually ranges from 20 to 50nm
at the base and 3 to 9nm in height, and normally exhibit minor changes in the linewidth.
Therefore, the broadening of the linewidth seen here was an indication of poor material
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quality. Moreover, the left-sided tail observed in the PL spectra was an indication of an
excited state.

Figure A.5: PL measurements for the various solar cell designs

At room temperature, electron-phonon interactions can give rise to the movement of
carriers from the ground state to an excited state. Looking at the PL spectra of the QD
structure with 0.5nm GaP SC layers, a Gaussian luminescence peak with a FWHM of
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81meV, centered at 1163nm was observed. In comparison with the QD structure that did
not contain the GaP SC layer, the peak was red-shifted which indicated that addition of
the GaP layers did not only slightly improve the material quality and reduce the number
of defects but also increased the absorption capability of the structure. The PL results for
structures with and without SC layers was consistent with other work in the literature [20,
21]. In fact, more elaborative studies on the subject of strain compensations have shown
that by introducing the GaP layer, the dots in each layer was of similar size and density,
resulting in a narrower PL line compared to the structure without the GaP layer [20, 21].
Note that, the thin GaP layer was introduced into the GaAs barrier layers to
reduce strain-induced dislocations and in turn thermal interdiffusion that usually occurs
in staked structures. The GaP layers stabilized the structure by alternating tensile and
compressive strain with respect to the substrate. The strain was compensated within one
period consisting of one tensile and one compressively strained layer, thus lowering the
total strain of the structure while maintaining the critical thickness. In other words, the
GaP layer provided strain in the opposite direction to that caused by the dot layers.
Without the GaP SC layer, the nucleation of subsequent QD layers would be strongly
affected by the strain that built up after each layer is grown. This would cause the QDs to
become less dense and less uniform.
On the other hand, the PL spectra of the DWELL structure was red-shifted to
1196nm with a linewidth of 74meV compared to the QW structure, which had a peak
centered at 999nm with a linewidth of 21meV.

As mentioned before, the DWELL

design offered the advantage of tuning the spectral range without changing the QD
parameters, reduced fluctuations in size and density of the dots from layer to layer.
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Therefore, a PL linewidth of 74meV, which was narrower than the QD samples was
consistent with reduced fluctuations in dot density. Clearly, the QW structure, basing
from PL measurements alone was of better quality than the QD structures.
The I-V characteristics measurements are summarized in Figure A.6 and the
measured values of Voc, Isc and FF are listed in Table A.I. The GaAs control cell showed
the highest FF (76.3%) compared to the QD and QW cells. In fact, comparing the QD
structure with and without the SC layer, the structure without the GaP layer had a higher
FF (69.4%) compared to structure with the GaP layer, whose FF is 36%. This result was
very surprising and not at all consistent to the results in the literature for 3 stack QD
structures with and without SC layers. Basing on the I-V curve of the structure that
contained the GaP layer, a decrease in the Isc compared to that without the GaP layer as
well as a decrease in the Voc was observed. The shape of the curve was an indication of
low shunt resistance (leak at the PN junction) which could have possibly resulted from
processing. The fundamental process determining Voc was recombination and so, the
lower the recombination rate, the higher the Voc and one effect that can significantly
reduce Voc is recombination through defects. On the other hand, the DWELL structures
showed a lower FF (49.6%) than the QW structure with a FF is 52.62%. The IV curve of
the DWELL structure showed a reduction in both Isc and the Voc. This degradation could
have been due to recombination effects from a rough interface, or an increased indium
content which could have resulted from interdiffusion of In in the structure, thereby,
increasing the amount of defects which trap charges and increases recombination rate in
the material. However, for all QD and QW structures investigated, reduced Isc and Voc
was observed compared to that of the control cell.
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Figure A.6: I-V characteristics for the different solar cell devices

This might have been due to recombination of electron-hole pairs (EHPs) at the defect
sites which could most likely result from strain accumulation. Note that the QW cell
provided an enhanced Isc compared to the QD cells and the GaAs reference cell while the
limitation in Voc could either be due to strain and relaxation due to the In content or poor
contact between the metal and semiconductor layers (basing from the shape of the curve).
Various solar cell device parameters are calculated using the respective equations
shown in section 4.2.1. These values are tabulated in Table A.I
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Sample

Isc(A)

Voc(V)

Im(A)

Vm(V)

FF

Control

4.14x10-04

0.845

3.87x10-04

0.69

76.33

QD

7.98x10-04

0.686

7.03x10-04

0.54

69.35

DWELL

3.43x10-04

0.708

2.15x10-04

0.56

49.58

QW

1.02x10-03

0.82

9.16x10-04

0.48

52.62

Table A.1: Calculated solar cell device parameters

The EQE as a function of wavelength is shown in Figure A.7. The EQE of the
device was calculated using the equation #5 in section 4.4.2. The EQE is the ratio of the
number of incident photons to number of carriers collected. Therefore, if all photons of a
certain wavelength are absorbed, the EQE ~1. This said, while the EQE of the QD
structures with and without the GaP layer were comparable to that of the GaAs control or
reference cell, a response that extended to 1100nm is observed for the QD solar cell.
This could be a direct consequence of low energy photons absorbed by the InGaAs QD.
In fact, the QD structure with GaP layer seemed to further increase the spectral
range and while the standard QD sample approached zero at 1100nm, it did not approach
zero. On the other hand, the absorption capability of the QW structure seemed to be
comparable to that of the QD. However, the EQE was reduced, which could have been
due to poor contact. The EQE of the DWELL structure was consistent with the I-V
measurements.

The EQE was significantly reduced compared to the QW and QD

structures, most likely due to recombination effects. In contrast, there was a sharp drop at
870nm of the GaAs control or reference cell. This meant that below 900nm light was
absorbed; resulting in a photocurrent, and the EQE would rise.
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Figure A.7: EQE measurements of solar cell devices

Above 900nm, there was no absorption and the curve went to zero. Although the overall
performance of the QD, QW and DWELL solar cells was not up to par with the
performance of the GaAs control sample, these experiments demonstrated the absorption
region of QD solar cells.

A.8 Summary

In summary, different types of devices were grown for a comparative study on the
best approach for low-dimensional solar cells. The nanostructures of InGaAs/GaAs
quantum dots/quantum well, grown by MOCVD, were analyzed using PL measurements
to evaluate material quality. The PL spectrum of a 10-stack QW showed a narrow and
intense peak, indicating good material quality as compared to the QD and DWELL
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structure. I-V characteristics of the low-dimensional solar cells showed poor device
quality compared to a GaAs control cell. This was probably due to poor carrier transport
through the QD active region or defects associated with the dot/well region. The observed
large ideality factors indicated the presence of high non-radiative recombination
processes. This could have been a result of the increased dot size of InGaAs or formation
of defects. The low-dimensional solar cells extended the spectral response into the IR
region as compared to the GaAs cell. This showed further evidence of the ability of QDs
cells to absorb low energy photons (smaller than the GaAs bandgap).
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Appendix B: Description of Research for Popular Publication

“Towards Quantum Computing”
A hybrid approach that will unleash a plethora of new QD nanostructures,
bringing us a step further to laterally coupled QDs
While the properties of individual quantum dots (QDs) are deemed attractive for
applications in quantum computing, practically, they are insufficient. However, being
able to group QDs to enable communication among them (quantum dot molecules –
QDMs) is still extremely challenging although this field has been studied for about 20
years. Therefore, in an attempt to control the lateral ordering of QDs, researchers at the
University of Arkansas have developed a simple hybrid technique to fabricate QD pairs
(QDPs) and QDMs.

This technique has shown promise and paves the way for

investigating possible interactions among QDs, taking us one step further to realizing
quantum computing.

An illustration of the level of control over
the lateral ordering from randomly
distributed QDs to QDPs and QDMs

Kimberly Sablon, Zhiming Wang and Gregory Salamo (who leads the atom
manipulation MRSEC facility at the University of Arkansas) and other co-authors have
taken lateral ordering of QDs to a whole new level and have devoted much effort to
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controlling the configuration of QDMs. Their most recent findings were reported in an
article titled, “Configuration control of quantum dot molecules by droplet epitaxy”
published in Applied Physics Letters in 2008. “We have intensively investigated the
underlying growth mechanisms of semiconductor nanostructures” Sablon explains to
Nanospotlight. “In fact, before this work, we only had control over the size of the QDs
and how many of them appeared on the surface by utilizing the stranski-krastanow (SK)
based growth approach, which is used in instances where two different materials are of
different sizes.

However, the SK approach to growing crystals can hinder the

functionality of the QD in applications that require them to be closely spaced.”
Therefore, an alternative growth approach, termed droplet epitaxy (DE) was developed
and integrated with the SK method. According to the researchers, this method involved
the crystallization of metal droplets on the surface, forming semiconductor
nanostructures. This method is an intermediate step for creating the semiconductor
nanomound templates used for subsequent QD formation. “The approach has shown
previous success in the fabrication of QDPs and has been a promising method for
ordering QDs locally, forming QDPs as reported in the published article titled "Selforganization of quantum-dot pairs by high-temperature droplet epitaxy" in Nanoscale

Research Letters in 2006” says Sablon.
“The recently published article utilized droplet epitaxy, taking advantage of the
uneven surface diffusion on GaAs (100) and the fact that QDs energetically favor high
density step regions to fabricate QDMs” Sablon further explains her current research to
Nanospotlight.

“In the recent work, we thoroughly explored how and why these

structures form in order to control the configuration to achieve quad-QDMs” Sablon
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explains. “The investigation yielded two new types of semiconductor nanostructures,
quad-QDMs which elongates along the [011] because of the strain build-up in that
direction and quantum rod pairs (QRPs) due to higher anisotropy of surface diffusion
along the [01-1]!” Sablon said.

Two New Structures

[011]

[01-1]

Quad-QDMs –
elongated along the
[011]

QRPs - high anisotropy of
surface diffusion along the
[01-1]

The results demonstrated by Sablon and her colleagues are observed at a substrate
temperature of 480°C which is lower than previously reported experiments on QDMs
(growth temperatures of 530°C). "Although this temperature is lower than previous
experiments, it is still categorized as high-temperature droplet epitaxy, which when
compared to other droplet-related experiments that occur at about 200°C, can result in
novel nanostructures” says Sablon. “Currently, we are working towards controlling the
position and size of the Ga droplets for more precise control over the position and size of
QDs fabricated via this hybrid approach.”
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Appendix D: Executive Summary of Newly Created Intellectual Property
Since there is a plethora of applications, including optoelectronic devices,
quantum information and energy harvesting for which QD structures have gained interest,
the ability to control their positions has been emphasized in the dissertation. In this
investigation, the capability of droplet epitaxy has extended for the development of a
hybrid approach for the realization of laterally aligned QD structures such as QDCs and
QDMs. By this approach, the control of size, density and shape of the metal droplets and
resulting structures has been investigated. All experiments have been performed utilizing
MBE, followed by AFM for analyzing surface morphology. QD structures resulted by
utilizing various templates such as nanoholes, which were formed as a result of a
mechanism termed Ga nanodrill effect. The Ga droplets acted like drills, boring through
the surface in the absence of an As flux giving rise to corrugated surfaces which
encouraged the formation of QDPs. Under an As flux and at higher surface temperatures,
shallow-elongated GaAs nanomound templates resulted and subsequently QDCs while at
lower surface temperatures, the tall-rounded template gave rise to QDMs.

These results

can help better understand the ordering of QD growth and by integrating further
techniques into the hybrid approach, the exact position, size and uniformity of the
nanostructure templates and hence QDs can be more precisely controlled.
The following lists the newly created intellectual property:
1. High temperature droplet epitaxy
2. Utilizing a Ga nanodrill technology for fabricating QD structures
3. Growth of alloyed metal droplets by MBE
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4. The development of a hybrid approach for realizing more complex
nanostructures such as QDCs and QDMs.
All of the listed properties have resulted in the publications listed in Appendix C.
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Appendix E: Potential Patent and Commercialization Aspects of listed
Intellectual Property Items

The projects discussed within the dissertation utilized a nanodrill technology as
well as GaAs templates for encouraging QD formation. The growth approach utilized is
a unique growth approach for successfully realizing lateral ordering of QDs. Therefore,
patentability of the intellectual property and possible commercialization should be
considered.

1. High temperature droplet epitaxy

(i). Patent prospects IP (can each be patented): Work related to this growth technique,
although developed by our research group, has been published prior to January 2007 and
cannot be patented.
(ii). Commercialization aspects of IP (should each be patented): Not at commercialization
stage at present moment
(iii). Possible prior disclosure of IP (patents and publications): Appendix C – 1, 3-15

2. Utilizing a Ga nanodrill technology for fabricating QD structures

(i). Patent prospects IP (can each be patented): Work related to this growth technique,
although developed by our research group, has been published prior to May 2007 and
cannot be patented.
(ii). Commercialization aspects of IP (should each be patented): Not at commercialization
stage at present moment
(iii). Possible prior disclosure of IP (patents and publications): Appendix C – 7, 15
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3. Growth of alloyed metal droplets by MBE

(i). Patent prospects IP (can each be patented): Work related to this growth technique,
although developed by our research group, has been published prior to May 2008 and
cannot be patented.
(ii). Commercialization aspects of IP (should each be patented): Not at commercialization
stage at present moment
(iii). Possible prior disclosure of IP (patents and publications): Appendix C – 2

4. The development of a hybrid approach for realizing more complex
nanostructures such as QDCs and QDMs.

(i). Patent prospects IP (can each be patented): Work related to this growth technique,
although developed by our research group, has been published prior to May 2008 and
cannot be patented.
(ii). Commercialization aspects of IP (should each be patented): Not at commercialization
stage at present moment
(iii). Possible prior disclosure of IP (patents and publications): Appendix C – 1, 4, 5
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Appendix F: Broader Impact of Research on U.S. and Global Society and
Environment

Applications of QDs, both current and future, some of which include but is not
limited to homeland security, space, energy and defense, have been the driving force for
pursuing innovative research in this field. Potentially, as new research intensifies and
matures, newer industries will stem out, producing new products that will certainly
impact the lifestyle of society while creating more jobs.

Therefore, the research

discussed within the scope of the dissertation provides a new venue for lateral ordering of
QDs and will aid in the advancement of both quantum computing and energy-related
systems which can have a broad impact on society both locally (U.S) and globally. More
specifically, by precisely controlling the position of the metal droplets, the inter-dot
spacing can be controlled which in turn can improve carrier interactions among QDs,
giving rise to a whole new venue for device applications such as single electron devices.
All of the work discussed within this dissertation was performed via a MBE
technology. While the technology chosen should fulfill the requirements of desired
materials and in our case, semiconductor nanostructures, environmental safety should
also be considered. While other processes utilize ex-situ methods that may require the
use of hazardous gases, the growth approach here is performed in-situ, meaning that
contaminations are avoided. MBE, unlike other growth techniques such as metal organic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) does not require the use of toxic and hazardous
gases and the semiconductors produced are not thermally decompose (which could lead
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to poisoning if inhaled). Overall, the technique is performed under vacuum conditions
and has no known direct harmful environmental effects.
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Appendix G: Identification of All Software Used in Research and Dissertation
Generation
Computer #1: III-V MBE I Control
Model Number: Dell Precision 220
Serial Number: 29BL30J
Location: MBE Laboratory (Physics Blg.)
Owner: Dr. Gregory J. Salamo
Software #1: Crystal Eyes
Purchased by: John Shultz
Computer #2: III-V MBE I – RHEED Controller

Model Number: Gateway Multimedia computer systems
Location: MBE Laboratory (Physics Blg.)
Owner: Dr. Gregory J. Salamo
Software #1: Safire 11.031
Purchased by: John Shultz
Computer #3: AFM Control

Model Number: Digital Instruments
Serial Number: 406130-003
Location: MBE Laboratory (Physics Blg.)
Owner: Dr. Gregory J. Salamo
Software #1: Nanoscope 6.13R1 (R)
Purchased by: John Shultz
Computer #3: Office

Model Number: Dell Optiplex 745
Serial Number: 90VKFC1
Location: Physics Blg. 222
Owner: Dr. Gregory J. Salamo
Software #1: MS office 2007
Purchased by: Kimberly Sablon
Software #2: WsXM 4.0
Purchased by: free software downloaded (http://www.nanotec.es/)
Software #3: ImageJ
Purchased by: free software downloaded (http://rsb.info.nih.gov)
___________________________
Student: Kimberly A. Sablon

___________________________
Major Prof. Gregory J. Salamo
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Appendix H: Equipment used in research

Molecular Beam Epitaxy

Type: III-V solid source
Manufacturer: Riber
Model #: Riber 32P

Atomic Force Microscope

Type: contact mode
Manufacturer: Veeco
Model #: Dimension 3100 AFM
Transmission Electron Microscope

Type: JEOL JEM- 2000FX
Manufacturer: FEI Company
Model #: TITAN 80300

Photoluminescence

Type: Temperature and power dependence
Manufacturer: home-made
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Appendix I: Microsoft Project for PhD MicroEP Degree Plan
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